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chapter i

Section 1(a): Multinole Classification of Electro¬

magnetic Modes of decay of Nuclear Excited States and

Angular Momentum and Parity Selection Rules.

The excited nuclear states available for lifetime

measurements are populated by a variety of processes:—

(a) a decay (b) 3 decay (c) Nuclear reactions in

which product nuclei are left in excited states (d)
Coulomb excitation of non-radioactive target nuclei with

high energy nuclear projectiles (e) Inelastic scatter¬

ing of high energy electrons by non-radioactive targets

(f) Resonance absorption of gamma radiation by nuclei

(g) The electromagnetic modes of decay - radiative

emission, internal conversion, internal pair formation.

The predominant modes of decay of a majority of

nuclear excited states are the electromagnetic

transitions, (g) above, which result from the inter¬

action of the nucleus with the electromagnetic field.

The multipole classification of these electromagnetic

transitions into electric poles 2L Involving a parity

change of (-1)^ and magnetic poles 2^ involving a

parity change of (-l)L+1 follows from the fact that

they occur between states of well defined parity %

(with eigenvalues +l) and total angular momentum J

and from the assumption - verified in the long wave¬

length approximation, that is for decay energies less

than 10 MeV, that parity and angular momentum are con¬

served in the electromagnetic interaction. Such a

classification
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leads to the selection rules on the angular momentum and

parity changes allowed in these transitions, restricting

the zaultipoles 2L radiated - for the case of gamma

emission - in transitions between two nuclear states of

parity and total angular momentum

respectively, to those satisfying, simultaneously:-

Ji ~ Jf ^ L ^ Ji + Jf (l)
x.x., = (-l)k for electric poles)

/ \L+1 J•••.(2)
*i*f » (-1) for magnetic poles)

According to the set (2) only even electric poles or odd

magnetic poles are radiated in transitions between states

ofAsame parity while odd electric poles and even magnetic
poles are the only multipoles allowed when parity changes.

In principle all multipoles satisfying (l) and (2)
should occur simultaneously for a given transition; but

in the long wavelength approximation for which the

multipole classification is physically meaningful and,

indeed, is the one experimentally realized, only the

lowest multipoles are observed, with frequent multipole

mixtures, of which the most common are E2 ♦ Ml; and

El + M2, As a general rule all three modes of decay

may not be simultaneously possible. Thus the transverse

nature of the electromagnetic field forbids radiative

decays between = 0+-* = 0+ states in which the

photon can only carry away zero angular momentum; while

the internal pair process, requiring as it does an energy

of at least 1,02 Mev for the materialization of an
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electron positron pair, cannot occur in transitions with

decay energies less than 1.02 MeV. As an example of such

distinctions, the first excited state of with spin

0* and energy 6.06 MuV above the ground state of spin 0*
Is observed to decay tc the ground state only "by internal

pair emission. Moreover, for low energy transitions and

especially for the higher multipoles and high atomic

numbers Z the internal conversion electron process may

be the dominant mode of decay.

Where in general all three modes of decay occur

simultaneously internal conversion coefficients

atr,aT,aT ,a~ - for conversion of the nuclearK TLj "LI]; nII3;
decay energy in the atomic K and L subshells - and

internal pair emission coefficients are defined and

experimentally measured. These coefficients give individ¬

ually the relative frequency of these processes with

respect to those in which gamma radiation is emitted for

a given transition. The sensitive dependence of these

coefficients upon the multipolarities of nuclear

transitions makes their experimental determination an

(l)
important supplement to angular correlation methodsx '

which attempt, for a minimum number of experiments, to

deduce simultaneously the multipolarities of a given

transition, mixture ratios of these multipoles whenever

they occur, and, in view of the limited nature of the

"multipole spectrum", to assign, as accurately as

possible, spins and parities to the initial and final

states participating in the transition.
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Seetion l("b) s Reduced Transition Probabilities for

radiative transitions and importance of lifetime

measurements.

Since the electromagnetic field is very well

understood, transition probabilities T^
internal conversion , •internal pair per seoond for 311
three decay modes can be calculated exactly by the

familiar methods of quantum electrodynamics^2»3»h)
whenever nuclear wave functions and atomic wave functions

are available. To each of these probabilities correspond

partial mean lives

for the decaying state^and these are related to the
partial level widths \~ic9 I it> tiie Heisentei,g
■uncertainty relation

I . -7 h (h = Planck's constant)1 X Lis
OR, using the known value of h

Ty (ev) rJ 6."58 x 10~l£ (3)i (sees)

This gives the relation between the radiative lifetime

T^Csecs) 011(1 the radiative width 1"^ (electron volts).
The total lifetime X of the state against all three

modes of decay is obtained from

i ss i + i- + j-,
X X^ Lie tip



and the total level width f = ^ip+ FI I ic'

f. have knownThe transition probabilities »Tic'"^ip
different dependences on the multipolarity and decay-

energy of the nuclear transition and can each be

expressed as the product of two factors*the first of

which,, F(L, AE). accounts for this differing dependence.

The second factor, the reduced transition probability, is

however the same in all three cases for given multi-

polarity. It is the off-diagonal matrix element or

transition matrix element of the multipole moment

operator describing the charge distribution in the

excited state. It is calculated bet-ween the initial

state of spin and final state of spin and contains

besides the selection rules (l), (2) above. As is well

known, the diagonal elements of the multipole moment

operators are in the long wavelength approximation, the

static moments associated with the ground state of nuclei,

the parity definiteness of such states, as well as the

parity characteristics of the multipoles, restricting the

static electric moments to those of even L and the

static magnetic moments to those of odd L. Indeed, only

the electric quadrupale moment Q0 describing the
departure from spherical symmetry of the nuclear charge

distribution and the magnetic dipole moment (or
to conform to everyday usage, simply the magnetic

moment) are observed. The functional forms

F(L, AS) being known and the total internal conversion

coefficients for given multlpolarity being experimentally

and internal pair



determinable or exactly calculable whenever, necessary,

lifetime measurements reduce to the experimental

determination of the transition matrix elements of the

multipole moment operators involved in radiative

transitions* Equivalently, lifetime measurements enable

the multipole moments of the excited states to be

measured* A number of other methods all depending on

the interaction of the nucleus with external fields

(e>)
exist for measuring these multipole momentsw'* The

important point is that in common with such methods

lifetime measurements enable the transition multipole

moments to be obtained in a model independent manner for

comparison with those calculated with wave functions

derived on the basis of a specific nuclear model which

is known to be more or less successful in explaining a

limited or extended range of experimental data. On

the basis of a specific model, for example the single

particle shell model, enhancement or retardation factors
l l 2
|M are obtained by comparing the reduced matrix
elements deduced from lifetime determinations to model

estimates; the consistency with, or deviation from unity

of such factors being interpretable in terms of the

adequacy or otherwise of the assumed model* Moreover,

where the choice of a model is intuitively justified —

at least to the extent that it accounts fairly well for

the observed transition rates of given multipole type,

incidental deviations occuring throughout the periodic

table lead to the necessity of postulating additional

model selection rules whose violation, while not
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completely inhibiting the transitions may retard them

to a more or less considerable extent. Subsuming,

lifetime measurements are of great consequence in the

delineation of nuclear structure.

In Section 1(c) the model independent expression

for the reduced matrix elements of gamma decay is

obtained briefly to show how nuclear wave functions arise

in its definition. Subsequently in the remainder of this

chapter estimates of these matrix elements on the basis

of the single particle shell model and the unified model

as well as relevant model descriptions, predictions and

selection rules are given and their adequacy or otherwise

exemplified by comparison with existing experimental

data on lifetime or equivalent measurements. In

Chapter II a summary review of the classical methods

which have so far been employed for lifetime deter¬

minations is undertaken, TABLE 1 is a compilation
(6)

by Lindskog et alv of lifetime values variously

obtained by these classical and established procedures.

Exhaustive references for sources of the data have been

given by these authors.
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Section 1(c)* Reduced Transition Probability for
(2 7}

Gamma Deca.vv " '

The Hamilton!an H describing the interaction between

the nucleus and radiation field giving rise to the

emission or absorption of one photon is

H« jJ J.A&X
J is the nuclear current density assumed to be due only

to the orbital motion of the nucleon (in the long wave-

length approximation the spin contribution is unimportant)

and A the vector potential of the radiation field. The

charge density^ is related to J by the continuity
equation

j ♦ = 0

where {jH, is the quantum commutator. The coupling
constant a = of the interaction being small the

use of the first order perturbation theory is justified

in the calculation of the multipole transition

probability^second for radiative decay. Radiative
emission is described by the creation of a photon of

energy S = hcK (c = velocity of light) carrying away

angular momentum L and of polarization M in a

transition between two nuclear states of defined

parities and total angular momenta and

of orientations (M^IS^) respectively. The expansion of
the vector potential into eigenfunctions of angular

momentum L polarization M and types electric or
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magnetic which are eigensolutions of the divergenceless

vector Helmholta equation

curl curl A -t?x

is a consequence of such a description.

This givesj-

• 'S>*
and is the expansion of the radiation field into electric

gL poles Ae(L»M) and magnetic gL poles Aa(L,M),
Regarding the notation

£ 3 * ir x V
J^(Kr) as spherical Bessel functions of order L
YTV(S,0) = spherical harmonics of order (L#M)

In the long wavelength limit Kr ^ 1 (r is of nuclear

dimensions) the substitution

JL(Kr) ^ {«£>«
is justified. This simplifies, for example

J.Ae(L,K)dt = (f)5(^)' (2L*1) J-t
The quantity under the integration sign of the right

hand side is then the classical electric moment of

order L. Applying the usual result of first order

perturbation theory gives the total transition

probabilities per second for electric 2^ radiation and
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magnetic 2^ radiation, after summing over all photon

polarizations and all orientations of the nucleus!-

Te(L) sec = K2L+1 BjfJj.Jj.L) ....(U)

2
jw / r *1 8g.Ce L+l p4 jl*j

31 L[<2L+i)in2 K VJi.jf.i-) ....(5)
where Bg(J^ L) Jf L) al>e reduced
transition probabilities defined in terms of the

multipole moment operators by!-
r-

Be(I-)=a£ K Jf*f a LM<®.^)at| J^
» «, I /

VL> 44 KJt*f|il ~ TrL*M(®^).Vil|j1«'^J

....(6)

/...(7a)

JfMf and | are wavefunctions in the Dirac
notation of the final and initial states. The reduced

transition probability for absorption is related to

the reduced transition probability for gamma emission

(% = parity)

because of the reversed roles of the initial and

final states. The results expressed by equations

U, 5» 6, 7 above are independent of any nuclear model

and depend only on the properties of the radiation field.

Independent of any model they show that the transition
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probability for radiative transitions is smaller for

the higher multipoles in the long wavelength approxi¬

mation. Long lived S3 and Mh gamma transitions are

observed in odd A nuclei with neutron or proton numbers

just below the magic numbers (islands of Isomerism)
and their classification as isomeric transitions

involving large spin changes is a consequence of the

theory.

Moreover magnetic transitions are predicted to be

slower than electric transitions of same L and to be of

about the same strength as electric transitions of

order L+l, For example E2 transitions should proceed

at a rate approximately equal to that of competing

Ml transitions.^
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Section 11(a) Single Particle Shell Model ^

In the independent particle shell model the

nucleons, neutrons or protons are supposed to move

independently of each other in a common attractive

spherical potential VQ(f) due to their average effect,
and to this potential is supplemented a large spin-

orbit interaction V^Cr) L* S
1 = orbital angular momentum

S = spin angular momentum

Por given forms of VQ(r) and V^(f) discrete single
particle states are obtained which are filled in

accordance with the exclusion principle. The spin

orbit interaction removes the degeneratey in X in such

a way that for given 1_ two states with j a L+{t,
j = are obtained, the state with smallerJ being
less bound. The orbital angular momentum ), defines the

parities of the states so obtained. The presence of a

pairing energy between the nucleons which leads to a

greater binding of the nucleon ensemble upsets the

sequence with which the single particle states are

filled. Neutron and proton states are assumed to be

filled independently. The use of suitable square well

or oscillator potentials VQ(f), leads to closed
main shells at total nucleon (proton or neutron)

occupation numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126. These

are the magic numbers with which are associated
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variously observed discontinuities in nuclear properties,

among which the occurence of the islands of isomerism

(already mentioned) and the increase of the excitation

energies of the first excited states of even-even nuclei

with approach to these numbers may be mentioned. Bub-

shells are those containing particles of same j and
are closed when their occupation number is 2J+1. For

most purposes a nucle@ir hole is equivalent to a nucleoi

in such a subshell* According to the single particle

shell model all the nucIcons in the shells and subshells

are paired successively to form an even-even core of

zero angular momentum. In this way the model predicts

zero angular momentum for the ground states of even-

even nuclei and this rule is observed to be obeyed

without exception. For odd A nuclei all ground state

properties - spin, magnetic moment, quadrupole moment

are attributed to the notion of the last unpaired

nucleon in the average potential due to the even-even

core. Thus in odd neutron or odd proton nuclei the

ground state magnetic moments are the Schmidt values

whose plots against j are the Schmidt lines or Schmidt
diagrams. Deviations from the Schmidt values not¬

withstanding^ the observed tendency of magnetic moment®
to belong to one of these two lines j « "i+s, J « i-|
makes the Schmidt diagram useful in determining the

orbital angular momentum and hence the parity of ground

states and excited states arising from single particle
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(5)
excitations*. The ground state quadrupole moment

predicted by the model is

= 0 for odd neutron

2
= - r for odd proton

2
=5 + r for odd proton hole

all in units of the electron charge e

The variation in sign + for odd proton nuclei is

experimentally confirmed but the quadmpole moments

magnitude. Moreover the ratio (experimental)
■:'g/ \

while not exceeding six for \®V)

A ^ 150 and 195^ A ^"210
is noticeably large 10 <~J30 in the range 150 A ^ 185
and for the heavier nuclei. These defects in the single

particle shell model have been successfully explained

by a permanent deformation of the nuclear core arising

from the polarising effects of all the nucleons outside

the closed shells^10\ The independent particle shell

model described above cannot be applied to the

description of single particle states in the rare earth

region where the quadrupole deformations are observed

to be large^

for odd |\i or odd ^nuclei are of the same order of
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Section 11(b)s Generalized Shell Model^'12^

In the generalized or many particle shell model

the essential features of the single particle shell

model e.g. the closed shells and the occurrence of

magic numbers are retained;but the simplifying assump¬
tion of a single odd nucleon moving round a core formed

by the pairing of all other nucleons -i.e. the

assumption of very strong pairing forces - is replaced

by the rigorous assumption that ground state properties

of the nucleus are due to all the K nucleons (n[j )K
outside closed shells. A residual interaction

^Vik(rik)» *s that part of the potential not
taken into account in the single particle shell model)
between these" nucleons is suggested and gives rise to

configuration mixing involving a linear superposition

of single particle states. Ground state spins J are

obtained by coupling the individual angular momenta

of the nucleons outside the closed shells according to

the coupling schemes of L.S coupling,JJ coupling and
intermediate coupling. Intermediate coupling is the

intermediate situation between the two extremes of LS

and jJ coupling and becomes necessary when the
predictions of the extreme coupling schemes are

6 lo
ambiguous, two well known cases being and B .

Additional quantum numbers are needed for the

unambiguous classification of the many particle states.

Of these the seniority quantum number specifying the
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number of unpaired nucleons in subehells outside of the

closed shells and the isotopic spin T are of some

consequence. To the extent that charge independence

and charge symmetry of nuclear forces is obeyed, as in

light nuclei A^50 where protons and neutrons are in
the same single particle states, the isotopic spin

vector T, whose third component describes the

charge state of the nucleus in charge space, is an

integral of motion to a good approximation. It has
(*5}

been shownw/ that calculations which take account of

configuration mixing due to short range forces lead

to better agreement than the Schmidt values with the

observed magnetic moments.
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Section 11(c): Shell Model Description of Excited

3>.ates(13)

For even-even nuclei the states corresponding to

single particle excitations are of two types. For one

type the excited levels have the same nucleon

configuration as the ground state. For two identical
* Cj

particles or holes in the shell withj^ v2 the
possible states predicted by the jj coupling scheme are
those with J = 0, 2, h and T = 1. One of these J = 0

describes the ground state, the remaining form the first

and second excited states of the low energy spectrum,

the ordering and positions of the states depending on

the nature and strength of the interaction. Excitations

of this type occur without the break-up of pairs. With

closed shells the second type of single particle

excitation involves the breaking up of a nucleon pair.

One of the nucleons is transferred to a higher single

particle orbit leaving a hole in the closed shell.

Since the pairing energy between nucleons is large such

excited states lie at about 1 MeV above the ground state.

Pair excitations to higher single particle orbits may

16
also occur. The excited states of 0 shown in Fig. I

can be shown to conform to this description of even-

even nuclei. The 3
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state is considered to be formed during the transition

of a nucleon to the 18.5/2 tiie 1 state as due to
a nucleon transition to the 2s shell while the 2+ state

is ascribed to the excitation of a nucleon pair.

For odd A and odd-odd nuclei single particle excitations

may involve either the transference of a nucleon to

higher orbits or may correspond to excitations having

the same nucleon configuration as the ground-state in
+

the scheme described above. For example the 39.85 KeV h
pAO

first excited state of 81T ^ odd-odd) has been shown
to be a component level of the (Sl/2* &9/2) configuration
with ground state 5+^^^.

7.12 MeV 1~ T = 0

6.91 MeV 2* T as 0

6.lii MeV 3" T = 0

6.06 MeV_ 0+ T = 0

E = 0 0* T = 0

Level scheme of

FIGURE 1
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Section 11(d)? Shell Model Selection Rules and the
(2)

jveisskoof Estimates of Multioole Transition Ratesx '

The single particle wavefunctions with which the

reduced transition probabilities for gamma emission

are calculated have the form

V|/ (n,l,J,M) = Rnl(^)0(J,M) (8)
,0(j,M) is the spin angular part, R^d) the radial part
described by the orbital angular momentum 1 and n the

number of nodes in the wave function including that at

the origin. The radial part depends on the details of

the assumed potential. The current density J due to all

the nucleons is the sum over the individual orbital and

spin currents

J s= ^ e p C( r~ r ) — Vxu Q o (f -» f )"
a era, cs &' a a x a'

The total charge density is localised on the point

nucleons that is f =£ e £ (<- r)« Ziere () „ is theOr u> &

Paul! spin vector)pa the momentum operator, p. the
a.

magnetic moment of the a nucleon. For single particle

transitions, as required by the extreme single particle

shell model, the interaction KamiItonion responsible for

gamma emission is a single particle operator i.e.

P = e ^ ( r- r&)
= f ^r_ra> " eTa^( r- )

in isotopic spin notation i.e. p = 1 for proton
transitions and p = 0 for neutron transitions. P = 0
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would imply zero transition probability for electric

transitions in odd N nuclei, an assumption not borne

out experimentally. This is remedied by introducing

a simple collective effect - the recoil of the nuclear

core resulting from the nucleon motion which gives

effective charges e L*""

t n e> _ + 4 proton and
L — * neutron transitions

L ^ 2 » 1 proton
e T 0 neutron

Applying (8) to (6) yields the single particle

estimate for electric 2 pole transitions

VL)
2 ~ 2L

hit
J
Evf VA

o

%

se<JiJfL)

(9)

where is a statistical factor arising from the

angular integration and has been tabulated by Bohr and

Mottleson for all practical cases. EQ is a
conventiorial nuclear radius.

Similarly:

VL)3
2 i\I \2t? 2L"2

s* \Ss» 0
2

R L-l R r dr"Hflt 7T=1
V

i i

3

m

where 1! and are tabulated functions of L and the
|X 31

angular momenta of the initial and final states. For

the basic transition L = (
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= (|XpL - for proton transitions
» for neutron transition

(Up « proton magnetic moment, = neutron magnetic
moment).

The favouring of proton transitions to neutron

transitions predicted by this relationship is not

verified experimentally. The interaction Hamiltonian

is the sum of an isotopic spin scalar component and an

Isotopie spin vector component. This leads to the

selection rule for aultipole transitions

A* • 0 ♦ 1

to the extent that T is a good quantum number. In

particular for El transitions

T sa Q~¥ T = 0 (forbidden)

(11)

and for self conjugate nuclei (N « Z)
the stronger rule: [\ T » 0 (forbidden)

.....(12)

An additional single particle model selection rule is

1± =* lf ♦ (L-l)
implying in particular for magnetic dipole transitions

that 1^, » 1^ (allowed) and in view of the orthogonality
of the radial wavefunctions the coupled condition

nf = ni (allowed), Thus only spin flip Ml transitions
of the type lp^/2 IPi/g would be allowed. Also
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according to this rule magnetic dipole transitions

between two levels belonging to the same configuration

are allowed^Magnetic dipole transitions with

Ai = 2 and ^ J = 1 are indeed observed and ascribed to
( 35)

configuration mixing effects^ . Many particle

transitions between single particle states are forbidden

in the extreme shell model and retarded with respect to

single particle transitions. They are made possible by

the linear superposition of single particle states due

to configuration mixing. As a general prediction of

the shell model El transitions connecting excited states

to ground states are forbidden. The cause of this

forbidden.ess lies however in the collective model

(\tf)
interpretation of the nucleus^ The asymptotic

quantum number selection rules governing single particle
(asA

transitions in deformed nuclei are these of Alaga^^"

and are summarized in Section Ill(e). Finally, using

simplifying assumptions in equations (ll), (12) for

example E = R0Ax/3, the Wiesskopf estimates for single
proton multipole transition rates per second expressed

in terms of radiative widths (ev) are

t W(E1)
r w<mi>
f
r »<m2>
r w(s3)

0»11A Sv eV

0.021 Ey3 eV
1.2 x 10"? A E j 5 eV
2.2 x 10~8 A ^ Ej 5 eV
8.7 x 10~lk A2EV7 eV
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where Ey the gamma decay energy is measured in MeV.
In terms of the Wfcisskopf estimates the retardation or

enhancement factor for a radiative transition with

observed radiative width Fy isjM j^ «
To facilitate comparison over a wide range of E^and A,
the observed and calculated radiative widths are

normalized by removing their explicit dependence on
if

E
i and A. These factors are the ratios of the

observed reduced transition probabilities to those

obtained from equations (13).
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Section Il(e)s Comparison of Experimental Lifetimes with

Sliell Model Predictions and the need for a Collective

Description of the Nucleus.

The Sunyar-Goldhaber plots are those in which

the observed radiative lifetimes and the estimates of

(13) are normalised as explained above to remove the

dependence on A and. Ey and the lifetimes so obtained
plotted against the neutron or proton number according

as the nuclei in which the transitions are observed are

odd N or odd Z. Such plots show a systematic redaction

of the multipole transition rates as compared with the

single proton estimates except for the E2 transitions

and some E3 transitions which especially in the rare

earth region of large static quadrupole deformations

are observed to have enhancement factors of 50-100.

Experimental evidence for Vforbidden M I transitions

between low lying states of odd A nuclei was first

obtained by Bell and Graham^and subsequently by

many others. The systematica of such forbiddeness have
(19)

been discussed by Wilkinson* and Table 2 is a sample

of such 1 forbidden Ml transitions. More recently Jfca

and Leonard^ 2^ have measured a retardation factor of

67 ♦ lh for the 59 KeV M| transition in I127and a

retardation of 122 ♦ ^ for the 26 KeV transition in
129 1

I . Both transitions are shown to be L- forbidden.

Evidence of El transitions in light nuclei which are

retarded by the isotopic spin selection rules has also

been reviewed by Wilkinson^1^. In Table 3(a) are shown
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El transitions regarded as forbidden by the selection

rale (11) while in Table 3(b) are those whose retard¬

ations are attributed to the rule (12). Mapurgo^
has more recently obtained evidence for Ml transitions

forbidden by the selection rule (12), Single particle

El transitions in deformed odd A nuclei of the rare

earth region with retardation factors as high as 10^ are

observed.. These are referred to again in Section III.

Configuration mixing effects on electromagnetic
( 21)

transition rates have been discussed by De Shalitv '

who shows that they lead in general to a reduction of

the multipole transition rates with respect to the single

proton estimates though in the case of E2 transitions thy

produce coherence effects tending to increase the rate

for this class of transitions beyond the Weisskopf

estimates. With the exception of single particle

transitions in deformed nuclei and the observed E2

transition rates^a majority of the experimentally
observed rates for El, Ml, M3, Mb, E3 transitions can be

explained within the scheme of the shell model

description based on a spherical potential. Indeed the

Weisskopf estimates for many Mh transitions are found to
substantially

agree/with the observed rates. However, the low energy

spectrum of nuclei in the regions A <^20, 50$ A^lhO;

185 $A$ 210 constituting the 'vibrational* region^and
the regions A 25» 150$ A$ 185 said A^222 constituting
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the 'rotational* region, that is the spins and positions

of the low lying excited states , the decays of these

states which proceed by cascades and crossovers of E2

transitions with frequent Ml mixtures, the enhanced

B(E2) values of the E2 transitions and the correspond¬

ingly large E2 Coulomb excitation cross sections observed

in the population of the states, as well as various

correlations between the reduced matrix elements for the

transitions^cannot be explained by any modification of
the shell model. For these nuclei,, the large B(S2) values
observed among other experimental data indicate as a

suitable interpretation of such levels collective

excitations involving the cooperative motion of many

nucleons and, indeed, of the entire nucleus.
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Section III: The Unified and Collective Model^2*^
Section Ill(a) General.

For non-closed shell nuclei lying approximately in the

regions

( i) A ->25J 150.< A< 185 and A> 222
rotational region
fstrong coupling?
Llimit J

(ii) A->20: 50litO and 185^A^ 210
vibrational region

[weak coupling limit .J

it is well known that the nucleons in unfilled shells

have a polarizing effect which tends to distort the

nucleus from its spherical shape and imparts a more or

less permanent deformation to the nuclear core^10\ The

deviation from spherical shape is described by the para¬

meter which for a nucleus of constant density and

sharp boundary defines the nuclear surface:

fi(M) - K0 C 1 + VM)^
A} a-

{ X = 2 corresponds to the experimentally important

case of quadrupole deformations). As a result of the

deformation the entire configuration of deformed core

and particles outside the core is capable of performing

three distinct types of motion:-

1. the particle or intrinsic motion in the deformed

potential due to the deformed core.
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2. Collective excitations involving the entire nucleus

which correspond to shape oscillations or vibrations

around the equilibrium shape with the approximate

preservation of the nuclear volume and orientation in

space.

3. Collective excitations of the entire nucleus

corresponding to rotations in space with the preservation

of shape and intrinsic or particle configuration.

The coupling between all three degrees of freedom

may lead to appreciable interweaving between the

particle and collective motion. However, in the adiabatic

approximation where the collective frequencies are

assumed to be much lower than the frequencies associated

with the intrinsic motion it is possible to separate

the intrinsic excitations from collective excitations.

Buch a separation is indeed 'naturally* possible as shown

below.

O4 ,

I ~7S'*n' 4.

i asoW.

KexL

2.+ /

Cascade B(E2) Fig. 2(a)
x' °-16 1+

Crossover B(i 1.) B(E2)
• 0.002 =0.11

—— 1. Ot

Low lying vibrational spectrum of ^gCd11^
i

. + Pie. 2(b)
2- I ii-civ tyioj

kbexc-trtLfn oV
o+ 1 7?Pr'nT

TQ2
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Section Ill(b): Weak Coupling Limit - The Harmonic

Vibration Model-Predictions on Transition Rates and

(23)
Comparison with Experiment '.

In general the polarizing effect of nucleons on the

nuclear core is opposed by residual interactions between

these nucleons. When there are only a few nucleons

outside the core these opposing effects counter balance

almost exactly and the equilibrium shape of the nucleus

obtained is near spherical. This is the weak coupling

limit. In even-even nuclei of near spherical equilibrium

shapes where the intrinsic excitations occur at about

1 MeV the low lying levels are found to be due to

collective excitations of a vibrational character. For

small amplitudes of oscillation around the near spherical

equilibrium shape the oscillations approximate to those

of a harmonic oscillator. In the near-harmonic model of

( )
Scharf-Goldhaber and Weneser* ' the most important

oscillations considered are quadrupole vibrations having

vibration quanta or phonons of angular momentum two

and positive parity. The vibrational spectrum predicted

for* such even-even nuclei by this model is illustrated in

ELg.2(a) for the case of Cd11^ and shows

(i) a groundstate of 0+ and phonon occupation

number zero.

(ii) a first excited state 2 and of phonon

occupation number one.
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(in) a second excited state of phonon occupation
+ 4/ +

number two forming a degenerate triplet 0 , 2 , U »

the observed splitting of the triplet arising from the

interaction between the intrinsic and vibrational degrees
4/

of freedom. The dash accompanying 2 distinguishes

this member of the degenerate triplet from the first

excited state 2*,
+ 4 /

The first 2 and second 2 excited states have been

observed via Coulomb excitation experiments in almost

all medium weight even-even nuclei and in the even-

even nuclei lying in the transitional platinum region

A ^190. In a fair number of nuclei, for example,

Pd106, Pd108, Cd110, Cd112, two near lying states 2+
4

and 0 or h of the degenerate triplet are seen but

C^llh £g Qne very fevi Which all the members

of the triplet are observed. The near-harmonic or

phonon model predicts the ratio of the energies of the

second 2+^ excited state to that of the first excited

state to be 2.2 and this is approximately verified as

shown in Pig. 3. The energy of the first excited state

is observed to increase with the approach to the magic
4

numbers i.e. to closed shells. While the first 2

excited state decays only by E2 transition(one phonon
-V +/

transition allowed) the second excited state 2 cascades

to the first excited state in a E2 ♦ Ml transition (one

phonon transition) and by a weak crossover transition
*¥ / 4
2-^0 (two phonon transition) which is rigorously

forbidden in the harmonic model approximation. This
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means

„♦/ +\ . 2 phonon transitionB(E2 2 - 0 ) = 0 forbidden

and in the same approximation it can he shown that

B(M1 2+^ 2*) = 0

The model predicts B(E2 2*/-^ 2*)
^ 2B(E2 2*^ 0+)

and as a general sum rule gives

B(E2 2*-» J*)
_ 2(2J+l)

B(E2 0*-»2+) 25

which has been verified for example by Eccleshall et

a^(2U) in qoulomb excitation experiments for the case

J = b in some medium weight even-even nuclei* The

collective nature of these transitions is reflected in

2
the Z dependence of the theoretical estimate given by

the model for the 0+-> 2+ transition viz:-

B(E2 0+-^ 2+) = («*Z eEo2)2 xf
[i

where w = V B is the vibrational frequency and B2 and
C2 are defined by the collective Hamiltonian

(lit)
H — — i i ^ a I s, [< ^
collective ^ 2 Ci ai 2 X a ■

Am A I Am| ' j AM
in analogy to a harmonic oscillator for A- 2. The

classical experiments on the decay properties of the
4- + /

first 2 and second 2 excited states of many medium

weight even nuclei are (amongst a host of others^2^))
(25)

those of Temmer and Heydenberg^ ' and Stelson and
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McGowan^2-^ in which the states were populated by Coulomb

excitation with 3-10 MeV a projectiles. Prom studies on

the de-excitation gamma radiation B(E2) values are

obtained for the 2 -*,2>2-»0,2 -f 0 transitions

and mixture ratios £ 2 = Intensity of E2 (2^-r 2*)
Intensity of Ml (2 2 )

determined for the cascade transition by methods to be

explained in Chapter II, Section V. The mixture ratios

enable B(Ml) to be deduced from the observed B(E2).
Enhancement factors of 10 - 50 times over the Wiesskopf

+ +
estimates are obtained for the 2-^-0 transition but

are observed to decrease regularly with approach to

closed shells with a dependence on the excitation energy

of the first excited state according to a —0 law^^«
ISA

+i +
The 2 2 transition is mostly E2, usually more than

90% for nuclei which are far from the closed shells and

the B(Ml) is 10 ^ times the single particle estimate

so that the phonon model forbiddeness of this Ml

transition is verified. Also the cross over transition

4/ 4.
2 -V 0 is observed to be very weak and the ratio
B(E2—i

xi very large. This accords with the
B(E2 2 0 )
phonon model though its strict prediction requires this

ratio to be infinite. The experimental results are

shown through Pigs. k~5 where they are compared to the

predictions of the harmonic model . Of the data

presented those for the region (i) jjsvf Section IllaJ
are discussed separately in Section Ill(d). Since the
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E,^2
ratio i.e. the ratio of the energies of the second2

St
x +

excited state to that of the first 2 excited state is

observed to differ from 2.2 and since the strict

predictions of the phonon model approximation are

actually never experimentally observed various

modifications to this model have be en^ made,, the most

contrasting of which 7 the asymmetric rotor model of

Davydov and Fillipov^^ is discussed in Section Ill(d).
The near harmonic model predicts besides the quadrupole

vibrations already considered, octupole vibrations of

negative parity and spin sequences 1 , 3 » 5 . The
* 11 c

interpretation of a 3 2.23 MeV level in observed

in Coulomb excitation with 20 MeV a projectiles by
( 25)

Hansen and Nathan4 as a collective octupole excitation

has been justified by the measured enhancement factor of

about 100 + 30 for the E3 transition to the ground state.

Similar enhanced E3 transitions have been found by

Grannel et al^&^ in NlP®, N^0, Pb20^ from inelastic

electron scattering experiments and in the course of

their experiments large retardation factors 3 x 10
r60 * B8

were found for some El transitions in Nl and Hiu .

High lying 1 states systematically occur in even-even

nuclei. Their collective nature is not established.
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Section IIl(c): Strong Coupling Limit - The symmetric
(27 b)

Rotor Model; Iti Predictions on Transition Rates

When the number of nucleons outside the core becomes

large their polarizing effect on the nuclear core

dominates the residual interactions between the nucleons

and leads in this case - the strong coupling limit - to

a permanent ellipsoidal deformation with axial symmetry

of the miclear core. For even-even nuclei in this region

the intrinsic excitations are again of order 1 MeV but

the low energy spectrum is of rotational character with

levels analagous to those of a symmetric rotator. The

nuclear coupling scheme between the rotational and

intrinsic degrees of freedom is that shown in Fig. 6
where

I is the total angular momentum, R the angular

momentum due to rotations J? = particle total angular

momentum, K the component of I along the nuclear symmetry

axis and M the component of 1 along a space fixed axis.

For axiaily symmetric deformations in which R can only be

perpendicular to the nuclear symmetry axis K is due only

to the particle motion. J which is the sum ^ j bof the

individual particle total angular momenta is not a

constant of motion for strong deformations of the kind

symmetry axis is. The low lying rotational states are

built on different rotational bands each of which is

characterized by a different value of K. This means that

I R + J

considered but its component
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for axial deformations the rotational "bands are "built on

different intrinsic configurations. These states are

characterized "by the quantum numbers IKMj,the spin

sequence of the states for a rotational "band of given

K "being J -

I = K, K ♦ 1, K + 2 (K is the lowest state
in each series)

except for K = 0 (as in even-even nuclei)
where I = 0*\ 2+, if *parity = ♦

I = 1, 3, 5 if *

For even-even nuclei the ground state rotational band

can only have K = 0 and positive parity because of the

reflective properties of the defoliation and the spin

sequence in this band is

1 = 0, 2+, k+ 12+

Multiple Coulomb excitation experiments by Stephen and

Diamond^' using 30 - 80 MeV O16 ions and 190 MeV Ar*°
ions as nuclear projectiles have succeeded in establishing

the spin sequence up to 10* and 12* in Th2^2 and U2^®.
Some of these high lying levels are also populated in

(22)' and 3 decay. For even-even nuclei the rotational

energies of the states are

K, = s L Id*)! <»)
in analogy to those of a symmetric rotator. ^, the

nuclear moment of inertia, is related to the deformation
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parameter 3 lay J a 3Bp2 and is zero with respect to the
nuclear axis of symmetry (B has been defined by the

collective Hamiltonian (lh). Rotational spectra are

also well developed in odd A nuclei lying in this

region. The energies for the rotational states of

odd A nuclei are

EI = % [l(I+D " 2K*] (16)
and the spin sequence obtained iss

K = K; K+lj K+2

16
Using 60 MeV 0 ions for Coulomb excitation Diamond et

al^2®^ have obtained six to eight members of the excited

states of the ground state rotational bands in Tb1-^,
Tm1^ according to this spin sequence.

Formula (16) is modified for the special case of K = s

(27 )k
by the inclusion of a decoupling parameter^ ' arising

from Coriolis forces which are brought about by a

particle - rotation coupling. Such couplings tend to

admix rovational bands based on different intrinsic

configurations. The rotational model predictions are

especially simple for the even-even nuclei. For these

the model predicts as the ratios of the energies

E2, E3 ... E^ of the 2nd, 3rd# hth excited states built
on the ground state band to that of the first excited

state E^ the values

h= - 7. = 12
E. E, 7 S,
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St
Such ratios are indeed observed ( Pig. 3 for 3^) and
are useful in identifying rotational states based on the

ground state. Incidental c eviations from these ratios

are Interpreted to be due to particle-rotation coupling

effects. As in the weak coupling limit, so too in the

strong coupling limit?the energies of the first excited
states are observed to increase rapidly with approach

to closed shells^2^. Vibrational levels of deformed

nuclei with low lying rotational excited states lie at

about 1 MeV above ground state and correspond to two

types of excitations. In one mode of excitation - B

vibrations - the system maintains axial symmetry and

has =s 0* or 0~ where KL describes the lowest
o o

vibrational band. In the second mode - ^ vibrations -
with K0 - 2* or 2~ the system deviates from axial
symmetry the parameter r describing the degree of this

2^8
departure. The spectrum of Pu ^ shows three

vibrational bands KQ = 0~, 0*f 2* above the ground
state rotational band. Similar spectra with high lying

2+^ states are observed in the strongly deformed nuclei.

These are Identified in Pig. U as the nuclei for which

the |
B( K2 2*-» 2)

B(E22* —► 0)

ratio is 1.U3 in accordance with the rotational model

(See below Alaga's intensity rules), whereas t he energy of

the first 2* rotational state, increases, the energy of

the second 2* excited state corresponding to vibrational
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excitations decreases as one leaves the rare earth

(25)
region of strong deformations . In the even-even

nuclei the excited states of the ground state rotational

hand with spin sequence A 1 = 2 decay by cascades of pure

Eg. In odd A nuclei, however, with AX = 1 the cascade
transitions are E2 + Ml mixtures though the crossovers

are pure E2, For deformed nuclei the magnetic moment jjl

lias contributions from the intrinisc motion of gyromagnetic

ratio g j\_ and from the collective rotation with gyro-

magnetic ratio g .
A

For IG = K.-jt ^ (where IQ is lowest state of band K)
T 2I I

P- = g^ g
Ift +1 I +1 Ho o

The reduced matrix element B(Ml) for Ml transitions

between the states of the ground state band is

B(K1 1^ If) . 0f ( (ij KO | Itl I,)
where the factor in ^ ) brackets is a Clebsch Gordan
Coefficient, The intrinsic quadrupole moment Qq is
related to the parameter 3 describing the degree of

thu deformation by

Qo RCS( 1+0.163)

to a good approximation for ellipsoidal deformations

with axial symmetry, Qq is related to the spectroscopic
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electric quadrupole moment Q "by

a , Q 3k2 - Km)
° (l+l)(2I+3)

The reduced matrix element for E2 transitions within

the band K is predicted to be

B(E2 If) 8 ice2Qo2^12K0 |li2IfJK^
In particular for even-even nuclei the transition of the

+ 4>
first excited state 2 to the ground state I = K » 0'

has the reduced matrix element

B(E2 2 —y 0*) a lSk e2Q 2

In Coulomb excitation experiments on deformed even-even

nuclei the relation enables Qq to be determined from the
observed Coulomb excitation cross section for the

population of the first excited state. Intensity

relations for the B(B2) and B(Ml) matrix elements are

obtained for odd A nuclei as above all depending on the

gyro magnetic ratios g_n.^ gR» the quadrupole moment Q0«,
and the known Clebsch Gordan coefficients^with an

additional parameter for the case K » All these

relations enable predictions of the relative intensities

of the transitions between the excited states of the

ground state band to be made. Verification of such

predictions has been obtained^2^^and is proof that the

shape of the nucleus does not change appreciably from

state to state within a rotational band. For the odd

A nuclei in which the levels decay by E2 ♦ Ml mixtures

the relations enable mixture ratios ^2 = ^52 to be
T(M1)
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predicted and the gyromagnetic ratios g_n_ » gR to be
determined experimentally (T is the quantum intensity).

Explicitly for cascade transitions I—* 1-1

f n 20 h p
0 =3 (ffit)Q0) (l+l)(l-l)(gK-gR) for K £ \

where h uo is the decay energy of the transition.

Experimentally the mixture ratio is determined "by methods

described in Chapter II Section V. Such measurements

give + (gR - gR) with an ambiguity in sign, A second
experiment comparing the relative intensity of the cross

over transition I-*» 1-2 (pure E2) to the cascade

transition resolves this ambiguity. In doing this the

rotational model value is assumed for the ratio

T(B2 I -» 1-2)

T(E2 I 1-1)

cf far example reference^2^, I The B(Ml) and B(E2) values
— 181
for the mixed E2 and Ml transitions in y^Ta and in
other odd A nuclei with strong deformations have been

obtained, in this manner. In Pigs, 7"9 are given the

predictions of the rotational model for odd A nuclei

compared with experimental data. Table (h) is a sample

of the results obtained by Coulomb excitation for the

enhancement factor of the E2 transition of the first

2 excited state in rotational even-even nuclei. The

data are found to agree with those obtained from direct

lifetime determinations ( Chapter II),

The intensity rules for transitions involving an

initial level 1^ belonging to the rotational band to
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/
two final levels Iof another hand Kf are due
to Alaga^2^ and are given explicitly in Table 5.

The relations have been experimentally verified for

transitions between the rotational bands of Mg2i* (2?b)
and are becoming increasingly useful in identifying the

K value of high lying states (27b) whose character

rotational or single particle is not immediately apparent.

In Pig. 1+ the data lying around the horizontal line 1.1+3

are shown to conform to the sum rule, the 2* levels

belonging to a band which is different from the ground

state band (see above). The K selection rule governing

inter-rotational band transitions is

| Ki " Kf | =
where L is the pole-order of the transition. The degree

of forbiddeness V * AK-L is found to govern the extent

to which transitions violating this rule are retarded.

The selection rule may be so effective as to produce an

isomer, one example being the 5.5 hr isomeric state in
ifln

, Other examples of highly retarded K forbidden

transitions are found in Tm"^, Os1^0, Hf1^®. Coriolis

forces admixing different K bands may lead to a break¬

down of the K selection rule.
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Section Ill(d); The Asymmetric Rotor Model, its

Predictions on Transition Rates and Comparison with

Experiment^* ^

The levels which are interpreted in the near harmonic

model as corresponding to quadrupole phonon excitations
(5}

have "been considered "by Davy&ov and FillipovN ' as

originating from rotational excitations involving a

deviation from axial symmetry. This deviation is

characterized by the parameter y . A large majority of
the states predicted by this mod.el are not actually

observed - but as in the phonon model it

predicts two states both with J = 2 and these form the

first and second excited states of energies E^(2) and
Eg(2) respectively. In terms of y tkis model gives

%(O = (1 - Jl4sln23v)
Sin2 3/

(2*i) = (1 * N/I - 1 singl)* Sin2 3 r
Thus observed deviations from the phonon prediction

^2"2 - ' 2*2 would be reconciled by suitable
EJ2) %x adjustment of y . For y ^ the phonon model
spectrum coincides with that of the asymmetric rotor

model since in both cases

E2(2) = 2 E1(2)

The quadrupole transition probabilities given by the model
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Unlike the phonon model the asymmetric rotor model

predicts a finite probability for the cross over

transition 2+ —* 0+. A stronger centrast between

them however is that Q = 0 for pure vibration states.
« o

The curve labelled "Rotations' in figure 5 shows the

prediction of the model as compared with the experimental

data.

22 24

Y (deg)

FIG.5

Fig. 2. The ratio B{E2, 2'—>2)/B(E2, 2—>0) vs. the parameter y in the asymmetric
rotor model of Davydov & Filippov. This model predicts the curve labeled "rota¬
tions." The phonon model (line labeled "vibrations") predicts this ratio to be 2.
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Section 111(e): Single Particle States In Deformed

Nuclei: the Asymptotic Quantum Number Selection Rules

for Particle Transitions in Deformed Nuclei and. Comparison

with Experiment.

The single particle states in deformed nuclei are

those obtained with deformed potentials due to the

deformed core. Calculations which have "been made by

NilSson^11^ using oscillator potentials for many odd
A nuclei of large deformations lead to predictions of the

orbitals of the last odd nucleon which correspond to the

observed particle states. Such oscillator potentials

contain the parameter £ related to the deformation

parameter (3 by *6 = 0.952# As noted before^ J the total
;

intrinsic angular momentum is not a constant of motion but

the component K =of J along the nuclear symmetry axis

is. K =TL = W_ + i for a one nucleon orbit where —

is the projection of orbital angular momentum along the
-

symmetry axis. More generally K = -A.+ ^ where ^ is 1he
projection of intrinsic spin along the symmetry axis.

'

• j
The single particle states are labelled by the approximate

or asymptotic quantum numbers K(N,ny\_^ where N is the
principal quantum number of the three dimensional

oscillator to which the deformed potential is approximated

and n is the oscillator quantum number along the Z axis.

The single particle states are characteriz 3d by different

K but because of the reflective properties of the

deformation, states with K, -K, differing only in the

sign of Kj are degenerate. Hence^ in distinction to the
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spherical static potential of the shell model the many-

particle configuration is not produced with deformed

potentials since each particle state can only he

occupied hy two nucleons. The shell model states of

given J thus split up into J + y states, the degree of

splitting depending on the parameter S which is chosen

to obtain the best agreement with the experimental level

ordering for spherical nuclei. As in the shell model

the last unpaired nucleon in an odd A nucleus is

responsible for the magnetic moment and can be evaluated

in analogy to the Schmidt calculations. The asymptotic

quantum number selection rules governing single particle
due-to /pgx

transitions Alagav are summarized in Table 6 for El and
AA

Ml transitions. The selection rules nold only

approximately in the presence of Coriolis forces, A

large number of transition rates for highly retarded

single particle El transitions in odd A deformed nuclei

have been measured and the results have been reviewed

and tabulated by Vergnes et al^0^. These are shown

in Table 7» In this table the transitions are classified

into two groups according as AK » 0 or AK = I* Tke

retardation factors Fw are those referred to the Wiesskoof
estimates while the factors F^ are those calculated with
Nilsson single particle wave-functions. It is seen that

for A K sb 0 transitions the Nilsson model gives agreement

with experimental transition rates. For the AK = 1

transitions on the other hand the Nilsson model does not

account very well for the observed transition rates.
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Vefgnes has attempted to improve agreement for this
class of transitions by considering the residual inter¬

actions neglected in the Nilsson model. These results

are shown under the column of this table. Bromley^
has obtained concrete evidence for the retardation of El

2fj
transitions between the rotational levels of A1 and

2«5
Mg ^ violating the K selection rule. Specifically the

El transitions with AK=+ 1 were found to be seventeen

times more Intense than the El transition to the ground

state with = 2. A number of other factors retarding

single particle transitions in deformed nuclei have been
( 22)

discussed by Bohr and Mottleson^ . Among these the

lack of overlap resulting from the different shapes of

the initial and final intrinsic configurations is

considered important (Franck-Condon principle).

z

FIG. 32. Rotation of an axially symmetric nucleus :
K — projection of the angular momentum on to the

nuclear axis,
M — projection along the fixed axis
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR LIFETIME DETERMINATIONS OF

EXCITED STATES

Introduction In this chapter the general principles

and techniques involved in seven main methods of
mmf

determining lifetimes of excited states in the range 10
-15

10 seconds are described and the description is

supplemented with illustrative examples of experiments

that have "been performed. Longer lifetimes, for example

those involved in 6 decay or isomeric gamma transitions

are not contemplated in t he present discussion as they

are easily measured by direct timing methods. Of the

seven methods described exhaustive review articles have

been written for six of them. References are made to

these as each method is described.

counter i
variable

delay

1
a

b
i

-excited

source fr. output

counter 2

variable

delay

FIGURE 10.
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Section 1(a) s Delayed Coincidence Method^1^)

General The essence of the coincidence method lies

in the use of a biasing diode which for two arriving

input pulses is made to give a coincident output only

when the time interval or time delay "between them is no

greater than a characteristic time"^ 0 of the coincidence
circuit. Equivalent definitions of this characteristic

time or resolving time are given in the review article

"by Bell-^a^. In that article a coincidence circuit is

described capable of a resolving time of 10 seconds.

For lifetime determinations the physical situation

to which the delayed coincidence method is applied is

described by a decay scheme where the excited state to

be studied is populated and depopulated by cascade

radiations A and B respectively. The populating

radiations may either be gamma rays emitted in transitions

from higher levels of the same nucleus or they may be 0

particles resulting from the decay of a parent nucleus.

The de-excitation radiations may be gamma rays or

conversion electrons. The total lifetime X of the

excited state determines in an ideal case of non-

instrumental time delays the natural time delay between

the radiations A and B. Thus if radiation A is

detected by counter 1 and counter 2 is made to detect

radiation B (as in Fig. 10) a coincidence unit to which

both counters are connected records a coincidence whenever

the natural delay is within the limits TS0* In
ae

delayed coincidence method the time distribution e c
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of the coincidence rate is studied as a function of

where x are time delays introduced alternately in the
pulses from counter 1 or counter 2. These time delays

are effected either "by the use of pulse shaping circuits

which give variable pulse lengths^or by passing the
pulses through measured lengths of transmission lines of

known propagation constants and therefore of known

transit times. Of the two methods the first gives
-7

longer delays ^ 10 seconds, while the second is
capable of giving shorter delays 10 3,0 seconds.

The choice ofX- limited by the resolving time of the

coincidence circuit and it is apparent that the resolving

time of the coincidence unit employed should be comparable

to the lifetime of the excited state under study. More¬

over the resolving time is limited by the collection or

transit times in or through the radiation detectors and

various associated equipment. Accordingly in the early

years of nuclear spectroscopy when ionization chambers

with collection times ^ 10 seconds were the only

detectors available^ coincidence circuit resolving times
as well as lifetimes that could be so determined were

limited to the micro second region* The discovery of
mm O

scintillation counters with response times of 10 ^

seconds made possible the construction of coincidence

circuits with resolving times of10 seconds and

enabled the shorter lifetimes in this region to be

investigated by the delayed coincidence method. Bell
(31(a)V

et alw '' and others have shown how with such
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resolving times lifetime determinations can be pushed
«»iq —IT

further to the 10 10 second region. The "prompt

and delayed coincidence resolution curves" describing how

this is made possible is mentioned later. Among other

limiting factors the transit times of the incident

radiations through the usual type of equipment employed

in coincidence spectrometry - P spectrometers, photo-

multipliers, linear accelerators etc. are, in practice,
—10

of order 10 seconds, and it becomes essential to

reduce to the limit any statistical fluctuations in

these transit times since appreciable spreads obscure
—10

lifetime measurements in the 10 second region.

51.

Section 1(b): Integral Delayed Coincidence Method

In the integral delayed coincidence method developed
(32)

by Feather and Dunworthx ' pulses A are extended to

known duration x by pulse shaping circuits while pulses

B are kept relatively short. For given x the coincidence

unit records all the pulses B which occur within time x

after the creation of the excited state. The coincidence

curve then has the form

i ~x1 - e %

and the desired time distribution e x> obtained by

differentiation. The method was applied to measuring

half lives of members of the a emitting series

P02l6(T^ = 0.16 sees) to P0212(T| = 3xlO~7 sees)
It has been superseded by the differential delayed

5 no cLenoja m» + bofl
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Section l(c): Differential Delayed Coincidence Method

In this method the pulses A and B are kept short

but both pulses are delayed alternately by accurately

known tiniest (using delay lines). The coincidence curve
__

is of form e enabling X to be determined. A

classical experiment of a lifetime determination by this
( 31)

method is that of De Benedetti and McGowanx ' for

the 22 ttsecond excited state of Ta . A resolving
-6

time of 10 seconds and delays 0-80ps were used.

FIG. II
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Section l(&): Prompt and Delayed Resolution Curves

The method involves a comparison of the delayed

coincidence resolution curve observed with the experiment¬

al source and a prompt resolution curve with radiations

of similar energy but of very short lifetime. One form

of the experimental set up employed in this method was
C 32)

first suggested by Featherv ' and consists of a pair

of lens 0 spectrometers placed end to end each of which

is provided with a scintillation detector for the

radiations. The experimental source is mounted on a

thin film at the centre of the pair spectrometer. This

arrangement lias the advantage of selecting desired

radiations with little interference from radiations of

different lifetime. In their2.35 x 10 sec. half

life determination of the 158 KeV transition of

populated by the 0 decay of Bell et al obtained

the prompt and delayed coincidence resolution curves

shown in Fig. 11. In this experiment one of the

spectrometers was focussed at a point on the 0 continuum

while the other spectrometer was set on the lh5 KeV L

internal conversion line resulting from the 158 KeV

transition. For the prompt resolution curve P(x) the

F line of the short lived isotope ThB was observed by

one spectrometer while the other was focussed at a point

on the 0 continuum. The curve P(X) and the delayed

resolution F(x) were corrected for accidental

coincidences equal to 2 sec * where
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~£0 * resolving time, W^, Ng are the single channel
counting rates. As another definition of the resolving

time the width of the prompt resolution curve is 2ZQ»
At delays where P(x)^P(x), P(x) is shown to fall off as
e § A "being the lifetime which can thus "be determined.
Otherwise the centroid displacement of P(x) relative to

P(x) is shown to be equal toT.Xcan thus be obtained

by a numerical integration procedure on both curves.

Using both of these methods of extrapolating X Bell

et al obtained for the 158 KeV transition of Hg1^
the half life X-t = (2.26 + 0.12) x 10°*^ sees.

(2.h3 + 0,12) x 10-9 secs#
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Section l(e): Self Comparison Method

In a variant of the prompt and delayed coincidence

method, which is known as the self comparison method, the

delayed coincidence curve is not compared to a prompt

resolution curve but to its inversej that is to the

delayed coincidence curve obtained when the roles of the

radiations A and B are reversed. The method has the

advantage of farther extending lifetime measurements to

much shorter lived excited states. In this method the

centroid displacement between the delayed curve and the

self comparison curve is 2X where X is the mean lifetime

of the radiation examined. The half life of the 1*12 KeV

transition in was determined by Bell et al^^a^
in this way. They obtained to lie within the limits

(1.0 ♦ 1.7)x 10 ^ seconds.

The half lives of e. large number of the first 2+
excited states in even A rotational nuclei have been

determined by the above techniques. These results have

been tabulated by Sunyar^*^. Coleman^has measured

lifetimes or limits to lifetimes of the first 2*
excited states in a number of medium weight even-even

nuclei using the self comparison method. Such measure¬

ments were important in establishing the collective

nature of the E2 transitions. The pioneering measurements

on Ml transition rates by Bell et alN x '' were made by

the method of delayed coincidence and were useful in

revealing the * forbidden* nature of some of these

transitions.
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Section 1(f): Time to Amplitude Converters^

The multichannel delayed coincidence method that

is currently used enables the whole of the delay

distribution to be obtained in a single measurement.

This is achieved by the use of circuits which convert

the time intervals between the preceding and delayed

radiations to pulses whose amplitudes are proportional

to the corresponding time delays. The resulting pulses

are then fed into multi-channel pulse height analysers.

In using such circuits which are known as time to

amplitude converters (TAC) the time spectra so

obtained are calibrated absolutely by means of

comparison or standard sources. The method of time to

amplitude conversion was first employed by Rossi and

Niesscn^1^)) in the half life determination of the

(11(b))
muon. It was successfully developed by other workers^ x

A circuit of a fast TAC is described by Bell^^*5)) as

well as illustrative experiments of lifetime deter¬

minations that have been obtained by its use.

♦
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Section 1(g)* Pulsed Beam Techniques and the Delayed

Coincidence Method.

A variant of the classical delayed coincidence

method which is useful for non-radioactive Isotopes is

that in which pulsed accelerated particle beams are

used to produce the excited states by Coulomb excitation

of target nuclei. The delayed coincidence method is then

applied to the delayed radiation from the states so formed

and an electrical pulse synchronized with the exciting

accelerated beam. The experimental difficulties

encountered in beam pulsing techniques, for example the

sweeping of beams by deflecting magnets, have been dis¬

cussed from time to time^"3*'^''^*3)) and it has been

shown that the time resolution afforded by the method is

no better than that obtained in the ordinary delayed

coincidence method. Among others^1^13^ Goldlng et

a^(51(b)) uae(i pUiSed beams in populating the first

2* excited states of a majority of even-even nuclei in

the rotational region and applied the delayed coincidence

method to the de-excitation radiations to obtain the half

lives of these states. An ultra fast pulse technique with
—11

a resolution time 7 x 10 seconds is claimed by

Gold^ng^^ who has applied it to the measurement of a
number of excited states in odd A rotational nuclei.

In conclusion the delayed coincidence method has the

advantage over most methods of determining the Total life¬

time of excited states in a single measurement. However

its effective use is limited to lifetimes of 10~10^ 10*"11
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Beconds or longer^ that is to moderate energy E2 + Ml
transitions. It is unable to cope with the shorter

lifetimes of most El transitions and E2 transitions of

higher energy.

59.

, , (38(a) 38(b)
Section 11(a) i Recoil and Donnler Shift Method

Introduction With suitable bombarding particle energies

nuclear reactions are capable of producing nuclei in

excited states with large recoil velocities. In the

exothermic reaction with thermal neutrons

93% of the reactions leave the product nucleus in the

k79 KeV excited state and the nucleus can receive an

8
average recoil velocity of up to U.8 x 10 cm. per second.

In the reaction P^(p,a)0^ suitably chosen bombarding

proton energies can leave the product nuclei in any

of the states shown in Pig. 1 and the oxygen nuclei may
Q

be imparted with recoil velocities of up to 2.6 x 10 cm.

per second. Of the heavier elements the a decay of

B;212
83 ' produces in 69,9% of the disintegrations the

39.85 KeV h+ first excited state of gjTL20® and in this
case the product nucleus may recoil with velocities of up

to 3 x 10^ cm. per second. Por a representative mean life¬

time of = JO"1* seconds the mean distance away from the

source at which the recoiling product nuclei radiate is

10** cm. 10 ^ cm. The essence of the method now

discussed for lifetime determinations reduces to measuring

or estimating such small distances. This has been

achieved in two different ways described below.
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Section 11(b): Direct Distance Method

The method consists of localising the source of

recoiling nuclei on thin target layers. The region in

which the recoiling nuclei radiate after t hey have

travelled in vacuum for more than a measured distance

away from the target is localized by an arrangement of

slits, usually of lead or tungsten when de-excitation

gamma rays are observed, A counter close to such slits

enablesthe variation of intensity of the emitted

radiation with the target-slit displacement to be

obtained. The intensity distribution curve thus obtained

is then compared to theoretical intensity distribution

curves drawn on various assumptions of the mean lifetime

Xof the excited state from which the recoiling nuclei

radiate. Both curves observed and theoretical - agree

when the right choice of T has been made. In drawing the

theoretical curves it is essential in the first place

to know beforehand the angular distribution of the

recoiling nuclei and the angular correlation between the

recoil nuclei and the radiations they emit, (in
exothermic or exomomental reactions the recoil momentum is

predominantly due to the particles produced in the

reaction and the recoil motion is in all directions follow¬

ing the angular distribution of the process. For endo -

momental reactions on the other hand, the recoil motion

proceeds primarily in the direction of the bombarding

particles). In the second place, the mean range -

velocity relation for recoils into vacuum must be known.

The Lee-
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Blackett empirical linear relation ~ = R_ has been found
I V

useful*"^'. The relation defines for every slowing or

retarding medium a characteristic time a and mean range

R within which a particular nucleus recoiling through it

with an initial velocity v is stopped. Representative of

the direct distance kind of measurement is Pig. 12(a)

reported hy Burde and Cohen^-^a/^ in the mean lifetime
— 16

determination of the 6.lit MeV 3 excited level of 0 .

The mean lifetime is measured as lying "between the limits
••ip p

U x 10 * secs< l< 8 x 10 sees, from a comparison of

the experimental and theoretical curves. Using this

method Devon had previously^ ^ obtained a lifetime
T "11

limit for this transition as c 10 seconds. A life¬

time determination of 7 x 10r^ sees, for the 0+ first

excited state of C which decays to the 0 ground state
^ « ( 38(a))

by e-e emission had been obtained by Devonset alx v ''

using the direct distance method. A baffle arrangement

was used in observing the electron-position pairs.
( ^8(a}}

Thirion et alx s '' have applied the direct distance

method to lifetime determinations of the llh KeV and

200 KeV excited states in F*^ obtaining (1 + 0.25) x 10 ^
sees, and 0.8 x 10 ^ sees, respectively which they found

to be in good agreement with the Coulomb excitation

results of SherrA- et Because of the angular

distribution of the recoils particular advantage attaches

to the method of observing the de-excitation radiation in

coincidence with the Incident projectiles as this

effectively selects - especially for narrow acceptance

angles of the radiation by the counters - nuclei of a
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definite recoil velocity moving in a specified direction.

Using the direct distance method the coincidence
(^8(a.))

technique has been applied by Severiens and Hannaw x ''

to the lifetime determination of the first excited states

XO 28
of B and A1 which are populated in (d,p) reactions,

A serious limitation to the direct distance method is

the circumstance that practical slit materials have a

small absorption coefficient for gamma radiation and

this forbids the use of ideally narrow slits. The method

becomes impractical &r transitions of lifetimes shorter
-12

than 10 seconds and involves besides a knowledge of

mean range velocity relationships which are difficult to

obtain experimentally. In general it is necessary to

use thin targets so that the recoil nuclei emerge without
%

any appreciable loss in their initial energy.

Fig. 2. Lifetime measurement of the E3 transition in O1* (Oal. Tech).

A

FIG. 12

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing: (a) Conversion electrons emitted from
a recoil nucleus moving in vacuum away from the source; (b) conversion
electron emitted from recoiling nucleus which has been slowed down in the

stopping foil.
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Section 11(c): Poppler Shift Method

That the energies of gamma radiations or internal

conversion electrons emitted in the de-excitation of

recoil nuclei produced in nuclear reactions undergo

Doppler shifts as a result of the recoil motion has

"been effectively demonstrated by Jones and ¥/ilkinson^0^.
The doppler shift method of estimating the distance

travelled by the recoil nuclei before they radiate

consists in passing them, as they leave a thin layer of

the source, through various stopping materials which

form the target backing and correspond to different

characteristic stopping times. The essential principle

involved is that the radiations emitted undergo a Doppler

shift to higher energies if de-excitation occurs before

the recoiling nuclei are stopped in the backing materials.

Radiations from those nuclei which have been stopped

before they radiate show no Doipler shifts. In other

words if q ^ X (a = characteristic time of retarding

medium,X is half life of excited state) the full

Dopier shift is obtainedywhile for ~C "7 Oj ihe radiations
observed are those from nuclei which have been brought to

rest and exhibit no Doppler shift. Intermediate cases

occur. It can be shown (see for example 38(a)) when
R

the empirical relation a - V is assumed, that the mean

energy shift of de-excitation radiations observed at

©° to the direction of recoil motion as the recoiling

nucleus is retarded by a medium of characteristic time a
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is given "by E = EQ x ^ Cos© a

where X = "*"oge and E0 is the energy of the

radiation from a nucleus at rest. Elliot and Bell^®^a^
have applied such a relation to detemine the lifetime of

the U79 KeV excited state of LjJ produced in the reaction
already mentioned. They observed the Doppler shifts in

the K photoelectrons ejected from an external uranium

radiator "by the de-excitation gamma radiation as the LjJ
recoil nuclei were slowed indifferent materials of the

target backing. Their experimental results were

represented in a Doppler shift versus characteristic

stopping time curve. The experimental curve was

compared to that calculated by the above relation for

various assximed values of H . The value of t found to

give the best agreement was found to be 0.75 x 10 sees#

To obtain this result it was necessary to average over

the angular distribution of the recoil and to consider

the recoil - gamma correlation. A number of effective

methods based on the above equation have been suggested

and applied by Devonfcet al^""'^Ci^ vizi —

i) Coincidence Method. In this method the de-

excitation gamma rays are observed in coincidence with

the bombarding particles. A rotating union enables the

gamma spectrum to be obtained^ first when both particle
and gamma counters are in opposite directions with respect

to the target^and again when they are in the same
direction. The mean energy difference between the two
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gamma spectra thus obtained is

2F I -Jlh
C 1+aA

and enables X to be determined more directly for known a.

Applied to the lifetime determination of the 6.1h MeV E3

transition in 0^ Devons et al obtained for X the limits

5xl0~12 sees. ^ X ^ lcT11 sees.
ii) Target Sandwich Method. This has the added

advantage of not depending on the knowledge of a. It

consists of sandwiching a light medium through which the

recoil nuclei are not stopped between the target and a

backing of very dense material. The resulting mean

Doppler shift - EQ ^ Cose £ 1 - ®Xp (^~)J
where x is thickness of the sandwiched medium.

An entirely different arrangement for the Doppler

shift method shown schematically in Pig. 12(b) is due to

Burde and Cohen^8^8^ in which the Doppler shifts of

the internal conversion electrons rather than the gamma

rays are observed. (The relative momentum Dopplefshift

^"1?6 is larger for electrons than for gamma

radiation. Moreover the spectrometer resolution for

electrons is far much higher than that achieved by

scintillation phosphors for gamma detection). The

diagram relates specifically to the arrangement used by

the above authors in a lifetime determination of the

39.85 KeV excited state of g^Tl208 resulting from the
212

a decay of gjBi . The electrons and alpha particles
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were detected, in coincidence within narrow acceptance

angles by a 3 spectrometer with a high resolution of 0.3$
on the one hand^and "by a particle counter on the other.
A thin stopping foil was placed at short measurable

distances away from the source from which the recoil

nuclei emerge and the variation of the electron energy

Doppler shift measured for each separation. (The

separations were determined by thin silver spacers). As

in other Doppler shift methods a Doppler shift is

obtained or not obtained according es to whether the time

of flight of the recoil nuclei is greater or smaller

than the lifetime of the excited state. Specifically

the A conversion line due to the L shell conversion of

the transition was used. The authors showed that if d

is the Doppler shift obtained for a source - stopper

separation x and dQ the shift observed when the separation
is made infinite 2 mm then

d = d^e Cv
By plotting log d versus ^ they obtained the lifetime
forthe 39.85 Kev state to be (1.0 + 0.5) x 10~12 sees,

forwhich Bell et al^"^a^ had earlier obtained the limit
o—«■»*! 1
L 7 x 10 sees, by using the delayed coincidence

method. Considerable interest attaches to this Ml

transition since the 39*85 KeV U excited state is

thought to be a component level of the (8i/2 g9/2^
configuration having the 5+ as ground state. This would

mean that the transition is not 1 forbidden and should

proceed at normal rate, De Shalit^1^ has shown that its
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transition probability is very sensitive to the

configuration assumed and calculates the radiative life¬

time for the above configuration to be 1.8 x 10 10 sees.

The experimental result is still short by a factor of

four after correcting for the internal conversion

coefficient (19.6 ,+ 1.7) (22.8 +1.0) of the

trans it ion. Siekman and Waard^^k)) have pointed out

that an error is introduced in the measurement when it

is erroneously assumed that the recoil nuclei emerge

from the source with maximum initial recoil velocity

since penetration of the active nuclei into the source

backing occurs when sources are prepared by recoil

collection techniques from thoron emanation. Correcting

for the departure of the recoil velocity from its maximum

Siekman and Waard estimated the lifetime of the transition

to be ^ ~ of Burle's result,bringing the measured life-
.

time into agreement with the theoretical estimate for a

S9/2^ configuration. Sevier^41^ has just
recently undertaken a redetermination of the lifetime of

this transition by the Doppler shift method in order to

test the above criticisms of Siekman and Waard.In

Sevier's experiment the activity was electrostatically

collected on a very thin wire at positive potential with

respect to a close ground grid. The de-excitation

internal conversion electrons after passing through

the grid were passed to a spectrometer for momentum

analysis. Correcting for recoil straggling due to source

thickness he obtains after a lengtiy analysis of the
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measured Doppler shifts the value

T ± = (6.h6 + 0.79) x lo"12 seconds
u- 2

On applying the internal conversion data a radiative

lifetime of (2.06 £ 0.29) x 10 ^ sees, is obtained which

is in good agreement with De °halits predicted value for

the above configuration. Litj^erland et al^2^ have
determined lifetimes or limits to lifetimes for five

levels in ©^ and six levels of F1® all of order 10 12
sees. Review articles on the Doppler shift and recoil

methods are the references 38(a), 38(b). Uncertainties

in the mean range relationship amongst other factors

limit the accuracy attainable by both methods to no

better than 20i& - 50^.
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Fig. 4. Situation for a source belonging to group A(rcoii <^rievei) .with source and scatterer
at rest. The emission line and the absorption line exhibit the pure Doppler form w(E) =*

(1/AxTTl/t) «xp { — [(E — J£x)/Ax]8.} The transition (300 keV) was assumed to take place in
a nucleus of atomic weight 150 from a level with T = F0 = 10-8 eV. The amount of

overlap of the two lines is very small because of the recoil energy loss EyljMct.

FIG. 13
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Section Ill(a): Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence

Introduction. When the excited state of a nucleus

decays to the ground state predominantly by gamma

emission the emitted radiation may "be absorbed by an

identical nucleus in the ground state to produce excit¬

ation to the same level in the absorbing nucleus. This

is the phenomenon of resonance absorption. The

subsequent and identical decay of the absorbing nucleus

giving rise to resonantly scattered quanta of the

incident radiation is the phenomenon of resonant

scattering^in which case the absorbing nucleus becomes a
resonant scatterer. The possibility of obtaining nuclear

resonance fluorescence in analogy to optical fluorescence

in atomic transitions was first pointed out by Kuhn^3)
in 1929 but its experimental observation was delayed

until 1951 because of a number of experimental difficult-

ies- The cross-sections for resonant scattering 6scatt
and resonant absorption 6aos for incident gamma
radiation of wavelength }\ , energy By leading to the
excitation (decay) of a nuclear level of intrinsic total

width f, intrinsic radiative width f~ and excitation

energy are given by

(17)

(18)
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2J. ♦ 1
S = ... A.

^ the statistical factor
o

» spin of excited state

JQ a spin of ground state

and Er is the resonance energy for which maximum cross-
sections 6Q are obtained. E^ is not equal to as shown
below. In view of their explicit dependence on the

level widths \ , \ -y the experimental determinations of
these cross sections are equivalent to lifetime deter¬

minations. A variety of factors, however, makes the

experimental observation of nuclear resonance fluorescence

nearly impossible viz:-

1. In the emission process^as in the absorption
2

process an amount of energy E, is lost each time due to
2

2Me
the recoil of the emitting or absorbing nucleus. As a

result the centre Ee of the emission line is "off

resonance" from the centre ER of the absorption line by
an amount = E^2 ( M being the mass of the nucleus.^)

Me2
Assuming in the first place that the emission and

absorption lines have only their intrinsic widths and

natural line shapes^the Weisskopf estimates for E2 and Ml
transition widths show* that the nuclear recoil energy is

several times larger than the intrinsic widths of the

lines (For example for a gamma ray of 500 KeV with

A <^100 A E^ = 2.68 ev which is very much larger than
the Ml transition width of 10*""^ ev,) The situation which

is shown in the very general case of Doppler broadened
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Fig.13
lines (see bwlsw) leads to very little overlap between

Aaa

the emission and absorption lines and the resonance cross

section is correspondingly too small to be measured.

Equivalently the weak intensity of the incident radiation

in the neighbourhood of the absorption line means very
.';V 1 J . . . ! ■

weak resonance is obtained. In contrast resonance

fluorescence is easily observed in atoms where the

transitions are predominantly El and the natural widths

of the lines broad enough to ensure overlap, recoil

energy loss notwithstanding.

2. In competition with the elastic resonance

phenomenon are the Compton scattering (inelastic)

Rayleigh scattering (elastic)^Thornson scattering^and
other scattering processes whose combined effects serve

to produce a high background which may completely

obscure the resonantly scattered radiation. Exact

theoretical expressions for the differential cross secticm

of these competing processes are available but in practice

the background radiation is estimated with comparison

seatterers usually of elements with atomic numbers less

by one than the resonant isotope, and of comparable

density and dimensions. For example, in an experiment

with a resonant Cadmium scatterer^matching for background
effects can be effected with a comparison Sn scatterer.

Because of such background effects a high isotopic

abundance for the resonant nuclei is required of the

sources used.
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3« The thermal motion of the emitting and absorbing

nuclei with an assumed Maxwellian distribution of

velocities v:- —

P(v)dv = /h^KT e" fiSF j>

(T is an effective temperature of the element related to

the Debye temperature of the element and the experimental

temperature. K ■ Boltzman's constant) D

results in a Doppler broadening of the natural.line
E ( 2KT\2

shapes by imparting Doppler widths A = C s M ' to these

lines. The Doppler widths are so many times larger than

the intrinsic widths at ordinary temperatures that they

give a Doppler form to these lines. It can be shown that

the effect of thermal motion is to reduce the maximum

cross-sections for resonance effects to the value
o

6dTy (**7). since the emission and absorption lines
have characteristic Doppler forms their intensity

distribution is of the Doppler form
\ 2

» T?.\
dEv/(s')dE * exp1^~—)4*

/ /V
where E = E(l+"g) because of the thermal motion. The

resonance cross sections (17)» (18) based on the

assumption of sharp lines no longer obtain, but are

modified to effective cross sections 6(E,t) obtained by

integrating over the entire line shape A'(E )dS vizs-

with x = 2(E - S-p) t _ -( A)^
r r
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and the integral ^(x,t) » 2^xt)g 'exp W
,21+y

>U3)which has been tabulated by Rose* ' for x up to 300 ana

t up to 2500. . In the experimentally important case of

/\^> i these effective cross sections assume the
characteristic Doppler form

6S(E) as 6Qmax I exp -

2 A

E - E
1

A J

with a characteristic resonant peak at E = E^. When the
absorbing and emitting nuclei are at different temper¬

atures LL2 ♦ A ^ j 2 may be substituted for in thea ' ^ e_
above expression to give

a - 6 max %2 exp-(aA- Er)2

T_ = absorber temperatureSi

Te ss emitter temperature
Ee as peak energy of emission line

The various ways that have been employed to give rise to

observable resonance effects are suggested by the f orm

of expression (20).
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Section IIl(Is)s Methods for Creating Appreciable

Overlap "between Emission and Absorption Lines.

(i) Centrifuge Method. This method is based on the

reduction of the factor (E^ - EL,) or equivalently on theC A n

Ey
compensation of the recoil energy loss tj**? by imparting

mechanical motion to the emitting nucleus with the use

of an ultra centrifuge. It was first suggested by

Moon^^). The energy of the emitted gamma radiation in

the direction of motion of the emitting nuclei is

increased to Ey(l^) where u is the relative velocity
with which the emitter approaches the scatterer.

Resonance between emission and absorption lines is

exactly restored when u =MFor gamma radiation of

E y 500 KeV in a heavy nucleus this entails u oJ 10^
cm/sec. which is easily obtained with a centrifuge. The

method was applied by Moon to a lifetime determination of
iq8 y

the i*ll KeV gamma transition in Hg using the 2,7 betaA

198
decay Au ^ as source. A definite increase in the

resonantly scattered radiation was observed at rotor

speeds beyond 2 x 10*4 cm/second. The appropriate cross-

section from which the width was deduced from the

observed cross section is shown to be

.2 2 jZ~2 - M<u ~ mc)2^ = g StL. e -I
iiEv V U*ET 1+KT

Fwas obtained to be 2.1 x 10*"^ ev, that is a half

life (2.2 + 0.5) x 10-"11 secoias in close agreement with

the value (1,0 ♦ 1.7) x 10 ^ previously reported by
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lell^ 31(a)) deiaye(j coincidence method,

(ii) Thermal Method. A reduction in the exponential

factor of expression (20) leading to large 6^(Ee)
can also he achieved through a Doppler broadening of the

lines derived from heating the source to high temperatures.

This was first suggested by Malmfor^The thermal

method was applied by Malmfor to a lifetime determination

of the hll KeV transition in The gold source was

heated to 1063°C and it was verified that at this

temperature heating increased the amount of resonantly

scattered radiation. The appropriate expression for the

cross section is equation (20) and from the observed cross

section Malmfor deduced the width of the hll KeV level to
•6

be 8 x 10 ev, (As a general rule^in order to obtain
total resonance scattering cross sections from measure¬

ments at a single angleyfche angular distribution of the
resonantly scattered radiation has to be known and is

determined by the multlpolarlty of the transition. In

practice the use of large scattering angles & 1U0°

obviates the need of knowing this distribution since it

can then be assumed to a very good approximation to be

isotropic) For the small scattering angle used by Malmfor
the assumption of an isotropic distribution was not

Justified as Moon^-^ pointed cut. Moon has on this

account corrected the above value to T« 1.3 x 10**^ ev

witht i s 3.5 x 10 seconds. Metzger and Todd^3)
using a higher source temperature and improved techniques

obtained the half life of this tra nsition to be (2.2 0.2)
x 10 ^ seconds in agreement with the value observed by

the centrif ge method.
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(iii) Nuclear Recoil from Preceding B or ^ Emission.
A Doppler shift in the energy of the emitted gamma

radiation may under certain circumstances be derived

from the initial recoil of the emitting nucleus which

results from a preceding 3 or y' emission. The Doppler
shift may be of such a magnitude as to compensate for

the recoil energy loss With solid sources whose
Mc -13molecular collision times are of order 10 seconds this

method of establishing resonance is ineffective for
—13

lifetimes ^>,10 seconds since the initial recoil
energy is completely dissipated before emission occurs.

Such lifetimes are more suitably investigated by (i) and

(ii) above when solid sources are used and when the lines

are of a characteristically Doppler form. For solid

sources then the present method would be applicable only

to El transitions few of which take place to the ground

state. Of one of the rare cases the 961 KeV El
132

transition in Sm ^ does show resonance effects with

solid sources, when only the preceding recoil is

utilized. However, the range of application of the

method widens when liquid and gaseous sources are used.
-6

In these cases the collision times are of order v 10

seconds and a large majority of transitions can be

examined for resonance fluorescence. Grodzin^*4^ found

the resonance scattering cross section for the 961 KeV
132

El transition in Sm to be four times larger when

liquid sources instead of solid sources of the 0 activity
132

£-jEu ^ were used. The lifetime was deduced to have a
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retard; tion factor of 150. Relying only on the preceding

nuclear recoil "by using gaseous sources Metzger^^ has

measured lifetimes of the 835 KeV and 596 KeV first

excited states of Ge^2 and Ge^ respectively from

observed resonance scattering cross sections. More

generally reliance upon the preceding recoil for

establishing resonance is accompanied by heating the sources

to moderate temperatures. For liquid and gaseous sources

where the preceding recoil is the predominant mode of

establishing resonance it has been shown (h3) that the

Doppler forms of the lines as well as the Doppler cross

section of expression (20) no longer obtain. The

situation is then that of Fig. lh. A detailed integration

of equation (19) leads in this case, as Metzger^^) has

shown, to an average cross eection (for thin scatterers)

Average = «Sr)p2 *2 [j (21)
N (total) r

is the incident intensity in the neighbourhood of

the absorption peak and N (total) the total number of
quanta in the incident beam:the numerator then referring

to the total number of resonantly scattered quanta. Since

the energy resolution of y ray detectors is not sufficient
to measure N(Er) directly the ratio ^Er) is ustially

N total

obtained only by theoretical estimates of the detailed

microspectrum (hk)» Such a procedure has recently been

applied by Palathingal^^^ to a lifetime determination of
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the 56b KeV E2 transition in Te"*"^ using a gaseous Sb^*^
source. He obtained tine lifetime to be =(1.05 + 0.16) x

lO"*^ seconds in agreement with the value reported by

Temmer and Heydenburgv -//. The internal conversion

coefficient for the transition being small Palathingal

puts Q = f in his paper. The need for knowing N(Eg)
in the above method is avoided when a variant of the

resonance scattering experiment^known as the self

absorption method^ is employed. It is essentially a
resonance scattering experiment in which variable amounts

of the resonant Isotope are Inserted between the source

and scatterer. For thin scatters and absorbers the

effect of the intervening absorber of thickness X is

described by the parameter

p » 8(0) -
f R(0)

where R(0) is the resonance effect in the absence of an

intervening absorber. Metzger^"^ by a double integration

procedure of the average scattering and absorption cross

sections obtains '

= h. a£ ax~

2A oV2 nX

which is independent of NCE^) and gives the radiative life¬
time directly. Here n X is the number of resonant nuclei

2
per cm of the absorber. The self-absorption method can

be used in conjunction with the method of equation (21) to

give l"y and T separately. It has been remarked (U3) that
a self absorption experiment is successful only if the

resonance effect without an absorber is large. The method
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has recently been employed by Beard^**5) to a lifetime re¬

determination of the 1 27 MeV transition from the first

excited 2* state of Sn1^. He obtained the value

(0.33 + 0.07) x 10~12 seconds which is in good agreement

with the Coulomb excitation result of Stelsen and McGoiaA

Section IIl(e)s Poppler broaden^ SSSSSk Huclepr
Reactions and General Comments.

The recoil of excited nuclei produced in nuclear

reactions imparts Poppler shifts to the de-excitation

gamma radiations which are sometimes more than sufficient

to establish resonance. In exomomental reactions where

the recoil momentum is in all directions resonance

fluorescence is observed for every possible position

of scutterer relative to the target. On the other hand

for endodoment&l reactions resonance is obtained only

for narrow emission angles. Resonance fluorescence

experiments in which the gamma radiations are obtained in

nuclear reactions have the advantage in that the source

and scatterer can be of different elements. The resonance

excitation of the h.U6 MeV level in Bl is accomplished

with the broad h,h MeV gamma line produced in the

reaction K^p.aJC12. The method is not without its dis¬

advantages which have been discussed by Metzger^^)# it

has been applied to lifetime determinations of levels in

light nuclei using in particular the self-absorption

method. The us© of continuous gamma radiation from
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betatrons for resonance fluorescence experiments was

first suggested by Schiff^*^ and successfully applied.

Very recently Kennedy and Miller^*4^ using the

bremsstrahlung from an electron Van der Gr&af generator

hare by the self absorption method obtained the lifetime

of the 2.13 MeV level in B11 to be (U.8 ♦ 0.7) x 10"15
sees. A detailed article reviewing the experimental

results on resonance fluorescence has been written by

Metzger^ it is apparent that resonance fluorescence

is limited only to transitions ending in the ground state.

i 5
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Fig. 3. Energy distribution of the gamma radiation emitted by a monatomic gas of 74As
for which tcoii rievel- The rectangle represents the energy distribution of the gamma
rays following the electron capt ure decay of 74As (59 per cent of the decays), while the bell-
shaped distribution represents the radiation which was preceded by positrons (41 per cent
of the decays). The dotted curve rounding oft' the rectangular distribution indicates the
effect of the thermal motion of the source (at 11003 abs.). The beta-neutrino angular
correlation was assumed to be isotropic. The absorption line, which is drawn for room tem¬
perature, falls into a region of the emission line which is very insensitive to the beta-

neutrino angular correlation.
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Section IV: The Mossbauer Effect^ : ^

In 1958 Mossbauer discovered how simply by locating

the emitting and absorbing or scattering nuclei in

crystal lattices and maintaining them at much reduced

temperatures recoilless emission and absorption of gamma

radiation could be obtained to give rise to sharp

emission and absorption lines which have only their

natural widths and are of energy practically centred

at , the nuclear excitation energy. With that discoveiy

which was immediately followed up by other workers (L7)
a large number of lifetimes were obtained for transitions

in nuclei to which resonance fluorescence methods are

applicable. In analogy to Lamb's theory (L7) the

Mossbauer effect describing this process, has been

explained by assuming that the momentum given up by the

emitting and absorbing nuclei at the instant of emission

or absorption is taken up by the entire solid and leads

to zero translational motion of the nucleus and the

lattice. As a result, the nucleus does not pick tip any

recoil energy and t he lattice does not perform vibrations

which correspond to phonon emission or absorption during

the momentum transfer. The transition energy, on the

other hand, is effectively shared between the gamma

radiation and the lattice vibrations which ma^ in the
general case,, lead to the excitation or de-excitation of

phonons and to a corresponding depletion of the gamma

ray energy. However, in a fraction of cases shown by the

theory (hi) to be f = e~2 ^
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where . ||~
J o

]
= Debye Temperature, R = molecular gas constantJ

the lattice vibrations are zero phonon transitions and

the nuclear transition energy is present in its entirety

in the gamma radiation during emission and absorption.

This is the case contemplated by the Mossbauer effect

which describes a process involving momentum transfer

without energy transfer. Analogous physical processes in

which such transfers occur are the coherent scattering of

X rays and neutrons by crystals. "Recoilless" as implied

in the Mossbauer effect then refers only to the recoil

energy rather than to the transfer of recoil momentum.

The finite probability of the Mossbauer process leads to

a situation where emission and absorption lines having

only their natural widths are observed to be superimposed

upon a broad distribution resulting from the thermal

motions of the atoms bound in the crystal lattice. The

schematic arrangement used in Mossbauer type experiments

is shown in Pig. 15, The cooled sources and absorbers

are embedded in crystal lattices not shown. The various

forms of velocity drives used are described in reference

(hi), and these enable the source to be moved relatively
to the absorber with small but finite velocities of zero

or negligible spread. A number of factors may contribute

to the widening of the observed lines from their intrinsic

widths^among which are the finite thicknesses of the
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source and absorber as well as the finite velocity

resolution of the velocity drives employed.Solid state

effects such as internal fields^crystal imperfections ^
and impurities may contribute to a further broadening of

the lines. Extra-nuclear fields may lead to the splitting

of the emission and absorption lines, while energy shifts

between the emission and absorption lines may result from

differences in the environments of the nuclei or from

temperature differences between the source and the

absorber. All these factors together serve either to

limit the range of transitions whose lifetimes can be

determined by a Mossbauer type of experiment^ or lead to
erroneous estimates in lifetimes deduced from the

observed line widths. Thus while the 129 KeV gamma

transitions in Ip1^1 (historically the first transition

Examined for a Mossbauer effect) and the 13h KeV trans¬

ition In Re1®'' easily give good'Mossbauer results' the

line due to the lh.h KeV transition in Fe^ was first

observed to be wider than expected from the delayed

coincidence determination of its lifetime x 10 ^
seconds (hi)* This has been ascribed to the fact that

-10
for lifetimes 10 seconds or longer extra nuclear fields

become especially important in widening the lines. On the
—13

other hand, too short a lifetime 10 sees.^that is of
the order of the inverse of the Debye frequency^inhibits a
Mossbauer effect. Fig. 16 is the experimental arrangement

used by Mossbauer in his experiment on the 129 KeV
191

transition of lr . The absorption spectrum obtained

with a centrifuge drive as well as the variation of the
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resonance absorption cross-section with temperature is

shown. For resonance fluorescence experiments the

occurence of these sharp lines implies a return to the

expressions (17)» (18) for the resonance scattering and

absorption cross sections. Thirteen low energy transit in®

for Y/hich successful Mossbauer effects have been obtained

are reported in Frauenfelder's book on the Mossbauer

effect (hi).

source and

velocity drive
absorber counter

v

^FFnF\\\\\^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\x

emission line absorption line spectrum observed as a
function of the

relative velocity v
(thin source and thin absorber)

Fig. 3-1 Basic setup, emission and absorption lines, and
velocity spectrum in a Mossbauer transmission
experiment.
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement: The detector D ac¬
cepts only photons emitted by the source while
moving on the solid portion of the path shown.
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Fig. 1. The relative intensity of 129-kev gamma rays transmitted by the iridium absorber
as measured by Mossbauer with both source and absorlier at 88°K, as a function of source
speed. The ordinate is dependent upon the source thickness. The width of the dip in the
transmission for a thin absorber is dependent only on the natural width of the 129-kev nu¬
clear level. The curve here is theoretical and will be discussed in Part IV; the experimental
points are taken from the third of Mossbauer's papers (<), Fig. 3.
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at S-kLJIh effeCUV! ab80rption cross section P" It"1 nucleus, for the absorber crystalbe^sLsed J PanTv ir6"'"'6 ^ The CUrVe 18 8 theoretical one tobe d,scussed in Part IV, the experimental points are taken from Mossbauer's first paper («)
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Section V(a)t Coulomb Excitation^^)

Introduction. The excitation of nuclei by impinging

nuclear projectiles (a, p, d, O1^, AT**0) with energies

3~k0 MeV well below the Coulomb barrier is due only to

the electromagnetic interaction between the nucleus and

these charged projectiles. As such the process, which

has been used for more than ten years to examine the

low lying levels of rotational and vibrational nuclei,

is known as Coulomb excitation, Since the electromagnetic

interaction is understood^cross sections for Coulomb
excitation are calculable and depend on the multipolarity

as well as the reduced transition matrix elements of the

transitions connecting the discrete Coulomb excited levels

to the ground state. In the regions of collective

excitations where the transition matrix elements of E2

transitions are singularly large^the cross sections for
E2 Coulomb excitation are correspondingly large enough to

be measured. The experimental determination of these

cross sections is equivalent to radiative lifetime

determinations since the reduced transition matrix

elements entering into the expressions for Coulomb

excitation cross sections are simply related by equation

7(b) to those involved in the corresponding radiative

decay of the excited levels. Total lifetimes for the

excited states may be obtained by multiplying the partial

radiative lifetimes so deduced by 1+a^ where is the
total internal conversion coefficient of the transition.
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Where the transitions are of mixed character, for example,

the E2+M1 decays from the first excited states of odd A

rotational nuclei,the observed Coulomb excitation cross

section gives only the radiative lifetime for the E2 eomp-
4 t

onent of the transition. Similarly for the second 2

excited state of medium weight even-even nuclei having

the branching decays considered earlier,the Coulomb
excitation cross section measures only the lifetime

corresponding to the weak E2 cross over transition. For

cases like these relative intensity measurements on the

de-excitation gamma rays may be combined with angular

correlation and polarization experiments on these

radiations to deduce mixing ratios^ 2 = for each

branch of the deca^ and to obtain from the reduced

transition matrix elements for the ground state transitions

those for the decays which take place to intermediate

levels. The B(Ml) values for transitions ending in the

ground state a3 well as the B(E2) and B(Ml) values for

transitions between the excited levels themselves are

obtained in this way. One other method of determining^2
is by measuring the total internal conversion coefficient

of the mixed transition. This coefficient is the weighted
I

sum of the individual multlpole conversion coefficients.

When light projectiles^like alphas and protons with
moderate energies 3-10 MeV are used^the probability of
nuclear excitation in a single collision is very much

smaller than unity and first order perturbation theory is
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sufficient for the calculation of Coulomb excitation cross

sections. With such projectiles and energies only the

lowest states^usually the first and second excited states^
may be reached in the process. With the use of heavier

projectiles of higher energies (e.g. 190 MeV Ar^° ions)
the probability for excitation of a given level in a

single collision may become so large that the second order

process of multiple Coulomb excitation becomes probable.

This type of excitation is described as the stepwise

excitation of higher levels in the same collision which

gives rise to a lower level. Of immediate interest is

the fact that cross sections for multiple Coulomb

excitation enable the B(E2) values of the E2 cascade

transitions between the excited levels to be obtained more

directly. Below the semi-classical first order perturb¬

ation theory for E2 Coulomb excitation as well as the

second order perturbation result for multiple excitation

is outlined to show how the transition matrix elements

B(E2) enter into the cross sections.

Section V(b); Semi-Classical B(E2) Theory of

Coulomb Excitation^**)

The relative motion of the projectile of charge^ 2
velocity v^ in the field of the nucleus of charge^^
is described by the parameter
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In the semi-classical theory the two assumptions made are

l) The projectile path is classical and its orbit is

unaltered when it loses energy because of the nuclear

excitation. This condition is equivalent to n <sC

Ae
or

AE » nuclear excitation energy

7 7 e2
a =ul'-i2 is the closest distance

-J-
»ovi

of approach^and mQ is the reduced mass of the projectile
and nucleus. Experimentally this condition is strictly

valid only for heavy projectiles like and Ar^° and

not for the light projectiles. Experimental values n-^3

£ <^.0,5 are found to give good accuracy.
2) The probability of nuclear excitation by a single

encounter is so small that first order perturbation theory

is applicable. This condition is experimentally valid

for light projectiles with moderate bombarding energies

and may be violated for the heavier projectiles with

higher energies as pointed out already.

The Rutherford cross section d6R = ^a2Sin~A(^)d-A_ for
elastic scattering of the incident projectiles through

the scattering angle 8 into the solid angle dJL is

related to the differential Coulomb excitation cross

section by d6 = P(0)d6,

where "p* = (2I^+l)"*"L

R

bif
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1^ =s spin of initial state M^, magnetic quantum
numbers of initial and final states and bif the
transition amplitude is related to the interaction

Hamiltonian H(t) under which the nucleus performs the

transition i^ f by

or the experimentally important case xf E2 excitations

and particle velocities less than that of light

and rp(t) is the distance of the projectile from the
nucleus.

The expansion of this Hamiltonian into electric multipoles

2^ moment operators of the charge distribution is shown

(h8» U9) to lead to a differential cross section

where is the nuclear charge density operator

V 1 /

and a total
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where fg^(£) results from the orbital Integration and
has been tabulated for all relevant values of \ and

the B(E/\) are related to those of radiative decay -

Equation (6) - by Equation 7(b). For the quadrupole

transitions }\ = 2 which are of interest

2a 2
-2^S2 i ®"2b(E2

v
For accurate values of B(E2)to be obtained from the

experimental results the following adjustments are

necessary «* "
,e2l{Lr

1AVj V jpo i r

a = ^ v,, » final projectile velocity

and replaced by fE2^iA*
The second order perturbation result obtained by Alder

and Winther as -5 0 for the multiple excitation

iB

d6E2,E2 a h a Ii'^ *2^ 6E2^I2^IP

where <3.6^2 E2 is t;ile dout)le E2 cross section for the
excitation of the final level 1^, from the ground level 1^
via an intermediate level I2»

4- + 4
In particular for the multiple transition 0 2 k

= 0.2U0/Zl®]U a"6 B(E2 0% 2*)V17/ X B(E2 2%i,+)

Douglas^has calculated 6vo ^ for finite values in
the range 0 -s> 0.5. The relation for multiple excitation

has been verified experimentally to an accuracy of a few

per cent (25)«
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Section V(c): Methods of Measuring Coulomb Excitation

Cross Sections and Lifetime Estimates.

i) plastic ffftttffred Particles. The simplest

method of obtaining P(e>) and hence B(E2) for the nuclear

excitation to given levels is to compare the ratio of

the peaks of the corresponding inelastically scattered

particles to that of the elastic group at the forward

angle » = 0° , using broad range magnetic spectrographs.

In practice, because of excessive background at forward

angles such comparisons are made at angles different

from 180° and the angular distribution of the scattered

projectiles then has to be taken into account in order

to obtain P(e) and B(S2). This method gives B(E2) for

the ground state transition more directly but is un¬

suitable for levels with branching decay modes. It has

been extensively applied by Elbek et al to obtain the

B(E2) values of the E2 transitions for a number of even

A and odd A rotational nuclei. They obtained good

agreement for theseB(S2) values with those deduced from

the direct lifetime measurements of Sunyar, Birk and

KeOowair ), The general accuracy obtainable by this

method is 3-5% •

il) ffhlcjc Target Abspl^? gffnfla r^y YjLelflg. The

method of obtaining B(E2) values from the thick target

de-excitation gamma ray yields has been used by Temmer

and Heydenburg and Stelson and KcGowan amongst others ;

Using the experimental procedure outlined at the begin¬

ning of this section lifetime values have been obtained
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in this way for the first and second excited states of

most vibrational nuclei as well as the first excited

states of some rotational nuclei. The theoretical

expression for the yield Y is obtained by integrating

the cross section 6along the entire path of the

projectile and as such involves the stopping power of the

target r
E

V = Constant

o

1

3S

. is the rate of energy loss of the projectile in the

target and E^ the initial projectile energy. The
experimentally observed yields have to be converted to

the absolute yields . This involves an independent

determination of the photo peak efficiency of the NAI

scintillators used for gamma detection. The use of a

standard source, for example the hll KeV transition of

Au1^®, and semi-empirical relationships on the variation

of photo peak efficiency with energy are also required,
dE

The principal source of error arises from Values

of the stopping power for protons and alphas have been

given by Whaling^In order to deduce B(E2) from the

y ray yields a number of corrections have to be made for
a variety of reasons

a) The isotopic abundance of the element in the

target as well as the radiation background due to

(1) Light element impurities in the target e.g.

N1*, A 2\ Si28, 018.
(2) X rays from ionization of the target
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b) A fraction of the incident projectiles may be

involved in nuclear reactions giving rise to a

compound nucleus.

c) The de-excitation gamma rays have an angular

distribution following the E2 multipolar!ty of the

process. To obviate the need of determining this

distribution the radiations are observed using large

acceptance angles © ^ 235°•

d) The B(E2) values extrapolated from the yields

have to be multiplied by the factor (l+a^) to give the
matrix element corresponding to the ground state

transition.

e) Where higher levels than the level under study

are excited corrections have to be applied for the

radiations populating this level from such higher

levels. In principle a right choice of projectile and

bombarding energy ensures that only the level desired

to be studied is excited.

All these factors limit the accuracy attainable to
Hh /

7 - 8%, Lifetime measurements of the second 2 excited

states of a great number of medium weight even-even

nuclei by this method are exclusively those of Stelson

and McGowan^^. For these and other similar deter¬

minations^ comparisons with lifetimes obtained by other
methods e.g. resonance fluorescence are shown to give

good agreement. The even A isotopes of Wolfram,
(25)

Osmium and platinum have been similarly examined* .
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iii) Internal Conversion Electrons. The method of

observing the de-excitation internal conversions with

magnetic spectrometers of 'wedged shaped' design has

been applied by Bernstein and Graetzen to a large number

of odd A deformed nuclei. The B(E2) and B(lfl) values

for the transitions of the first and second excited

states which were presented in Figs, 7 - 9 are

exclusively those of Bernstein and Graetzen, They are

equivalent to lifetime determinations of the states.
(25)

Rester et al ' using this method have obtained

B(E2 0-t 2+) for the first 2+ excited states of a number

of even A isotopes of osmium, thorium and uranium. Their

B(E2) values for the osmium isotopes are 25^ greater

than those obtained by Stelson and McGowan using the

gamma ray yield method.

The internal conversion method has the advantage

of not requiring enriched isotopes while the higher

resolution of the 3 spectrometers enables the level

spectrum to be delineated far better than is achieved

from a gamma spectrum. However, it requires the use of

stable thin targets which are difficult to prepare. The

error in the transmission factor of the spectrometer

limits the general accuracy attainable by this method

to 10 -

Apart from its general usefulness in enabling

collective parameters to be experimentally measured

Coulomb excitation is an important supplement to other

methods of determining lifetimes. An exhaustive tab¬

ulation of Coulomb excitation experimental results on

B(E2)and B(Ml) values has been made by Alder et al^"^#
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Section Vl(a): Inelastic Electron Scattering^0'

Introduction. Inelastic scattering of high energy

electrons by target nuclei leading to nuclear excitation

has the advantage over Coulomh excitation with nuclear

projectiles in that however high the electron energy the

Interaction "between the electron and the nucleus remains

electromagnetic. The differential cross section for

inelastic electron scattering at forward angles © = 0°

contains, under certain conditions of momentum transfer,

the reduced matrix elements associated with the rad¬

iative decay of the excited levels. Hence, as first

suggested hy Schiff^0^, inelastic electron scattering

can he used to determine radiative lifetimes of the

states thus excited as well as the multipolarity of

the transitions. Unlike Coulomh excitation, E0

transitions are excited in inelastic electron scattering.

Section Vl(b)j Born Approximation Calculation of

Inelastic Scattering Cross Section.

The calculation of the cross section for inelastic

scattering hy the Bonn approximation uses first order

perturbation theory and to the extent that a7. » // i
137 v

plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation are assumed

to describe the initial and final electron states with

good accuracy. Relativistie effects connected with the

recoiling nucleus or nucleons are ignored. The collision

process is that in which an incident electron of four

momentum hK^ is scattered hy the nucleus through ©° and
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comes off with final four momentum hKf. The momentum
transfer satisfies

q = - Kf (3 vector)
<^2 = %Z - i2 i. 2. 3)

hcKj a hoKf + Ex
where Ex is the excitation energy of the excited nuclear

level and the conventional four dimensional represent¬

ation of relativistic quantities is shown. The inter¬

action Hamiltonian under which the system of nucleus

and electron performs the transition is

J Vr) JHM,(r)a3r
where A^(r) elq-v |^Kf) y^u^)

is the Moller potential due to the moving electron y ^
are the Dirac matrices, m-(K^) are the Dirac
plane wave solutions for the electron final and initial

states

j/M = (f
the nuclear transition current operator evaluated betwreen

the final and initial nuclear states. It can he shown

that the expansion of the Hamiltonian into multipoles of

the field gives on applying first order perturbation

theory the differential cross section for inelastic

scattering
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IjL . (*_)' JatiulL ,„afj11 A£(2A»1)2 Jj K±
"T"
A

it sfOA.a^.jrp
A*1 „ *x vL(e)

♦B( aiAfQ.fjr^rjs,)
X vT(e)

for electric 2^ pole excitations and

d-A_ AB(M qLtJiJf) VT(e)

for magnetic 2 pole transitions*

The cross section for electric excitations divides into

a longitudinal part Vi(©) due only to the instantaneous
Coulomb interaction and a transverse part Vg,(©)
For ^ incident electron energy rJ 100 MeV

K± = K a Kf and q2 = UK^Sin2 f
EYq. » a
he

the approximate forms for V^(0) and V^(©) are shown to
"be

Vt(9)
Cos

hsina0
2

J Vn
1+Sin J
SSin^e

The reduced transition probabilities in terms of the

"multipole moment" matrix elements are

B< -l¥f) * 2J7+1
with m(c w.) = (2 ♦!>:: AS..(22)
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M(EX ,|l,q)= ^X^C(^+1) H * Lj^qr) M(S,0) ^F..(23)
m(mW) - TWZ)JhL( JK(ir)Y^(e,^rr....<2u)

following the general notation of equations 6, 7(a)
with apparent differences in structure.

(For single particD3 excitations (22), (23), (2h) are

of the same order of magnitude hut for collective

transitions the longitudinal interaction dominates. In

general it is found experimentally that moderate

scattering angles and high electron "bombarding energies

emphasize the longitudinal interaction while low initial

electron energies and large scattering angles excite the

magnetic transitions more easily). In the limit ©-b-0

q Ey is small^ and the small argument expansion of

, (qr) LasL
(2X+1)*« is valid

in which case the "multipole moment" matrix elements

are those occuring in the formulas for radiative decay.

Consequently, when for example the Coulomb interaction

dominates, the Inelastic differential cross section at

£-0° for excitation of an electric 2A pole transition

is related to the radiative lifetime "£ of the excited
state by

r.r1- ^T4-,(£,)5»i+l (®""0)^ a2h^C * 2Jf+l d-yl-
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2J.+1
the statistical factor gj ^ accounting for the
reversed roles of initial and final states. Similarly

X
for predominantly magnetic 2

-2 s

pole transitions

x Tfo2 <Ex>' 2J, *1 d6ux . xL— (©-* 0)
2Jf+l d-A-

Thus the measurement of inelastic scattering cross

sections at angles close to zero would enable radiative

lifetimes to "be obtained directly.

Section Vl(c): Experimental Inelastic Form Factors and

Model PspeiKignt Extrapolation of Lifetime?.

In practice a number of radiative processes e.g.

radiative tail and bremsstrahlung^ produce a prohibitively
large background at angles close to 0° and as such

experimental determinations of inelastic scattering

cross sections are performed at finite angles rj 1*0°.

The limiting condition q.—S>0 is therefore not obtained

experimentally and the identity of the measured cross

sections with the transition matrix elements of radiative

decay is no longer valid. To obtain radiative lifetimes

from cross sections measured at finite angles requires

the use of inelastic form factors FL(q,) for the
longitudinal interaction and P^,( q.) for the transverse
Interaction which are related to the observed inelastic

scattering cross section by
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Minelastic _ ^Mott ^j^FL2(<l) *(2 ♦tan"§ ] F^q.)
. , e2 n

where -—Mott = J2. is the
2E^

elastic scattering differential cross section for a

■unit point charge. (E^ is incident electron energy).
p

An elastic form factor F(q ) is also defined measuring

the deviation of the observed elastic scattering from

that which would he produced by a "point distribution"

of the unit charge -

Define . 46lnelaBtlc
d-A-

fSott
d-A-

At various coupled experimental values of E^ and &
' '' * ; ft E 4 »

giving the same q (cf. q = 2KSin^, Xs=*Ho' tlie Pl0<t
FY2(<l) versus tan^ is of slope Fm2(q) while the

p \ o
intercept at & = 0° is PT ( q)4^ Fm (q). This enables

• V \ M/ »VlDUO WCUi 2 AW WJ- WAW£/W i fp

?La<l)4PT
the form factors to be determined for the experimental

q value. The measured form factors are simply related

to the reduced transition matrix elements e.g.

V <Vf*> =£2^A+1)!:j2
so that because the reduced transition matrix elements

approximate to their radiative values as q-^ 0

these measured form factors may be used to obtain the
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radiative lifetimes for the nuclear transitions they

describe. For the non zero values of q. however that

are encountered in every case the method of carrying

out the identity to 0 proceeds by assuming a model

or equivalently a charge distribution with which the

reduced matrix elements B(E\q.) B(Q\q.) B(M,Aq) for the

finite values of q. used are calculated, the right choice

of model being that which gives the experimentally

measured form factors - elastic and inelastic - correctly.

With such model wave functions extrapolation of the

inelastic form factors to small q. values is then

possible and so too the corresponding transition matrix

elements. To this extent this method of determining

radiative lifetimes is model dependent. The different

models that have been used to do this have been dis-

(51)
cussed by Bishopw ' who has noted besides that the

mode1-dependent method constitutes a sensitive test of

(51)nuclear models. Helm uses a two parameter nuclear

charge distribution (r) which assumes the nuclear

current to be confined to the nuclear surface

The parameter g, a surface thickness parameter, may,

for example, be determined from the measured elastic

R = rcA
A
3

0 r > R
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form factor

Using such a distribution and experimental electron

energies of 187 MeV Helm^"^ has obtained radiative

lifetimes for a number of enhanced E2 and E3 transitions

in eight light elements from C"5"2-—^Sr88. Crannel et al^0^
have used Helm's distribution to measure lifetimes for

El, E2, E3, Ml transitions in I^6, C12, Mg2\ Nj,60, N^58
and p^2^8, The El transitions in N^8°, N^8 were found
to be highly retarded as noted previously. Good agreemeit

of their lifetime values with these previously obtained

by other methods was established. A table summarizing

all transitions whose lifetimes have been obtained by the

inelastic electron scattering method has been prepared by

Barber in a review article (50),

Paction VI(d): Model Independent Method of Extra¬

polating Lifetimes from Inelastic Fonn Factors.

In the course of a recent determination of

radiative lifetimes for the E2 h,h3 MeV, E3 9.6*4 MeV, EO

7.66 MeV transitions in C12 with finite scattering

angles 2+0°-90°, 8i4°""91.8% *49.2°-5U.8° and corresponding
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electron energies 250 MeV, 187 MeV» 300 MeV Crannel
(*52)

and Griffy have shown how the extrapolation of the

inelastic form factors to near zero q, values can be

effected in a model independent way. The method is

ingenious and is to be described to some extent since it

illustrates besides the model dependent method. Their

choice of electron energies and scattering angles being

that which emphasizes the longitudinal interaction

they write

X - Mott5eX
d-ru

where as before F^(q ) = / +1
i

^ * j ^«ndw/f JA(qr) i j -JJ^( r)^ fi)d r

where W is a Wigner 3d coefficient known explicitly

and f'u)^r is nuclear transition charge between
initial and final states. The radiative width j

/ 2>
to be deduced from F„A q. ) at or near q = 0 is in a

corresponding fora

1 8x(A+l)a e
e>= ajjti AQ2 +1).|j2 x

2X+1y
.

\
■/

Using the small argument expansion of j(qr)

-as / A \ 2 / X+2
•

•»
•r"4♦'<CM (f r i) ~<T ft

\ 2(2A*3)\
A

and the definition (25) for the elastic form factor
2

they show that in the limit q. ^ 0
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frX(*2>
ea = ^

EX I 2

with AA= j 6(f!r''' 11 /
(2Vl).'!<^2/

: <4>
— <^>20 \ /

J
B = 2(2 +3)

A+2 A
(t Th X)

so that ^ 2^51 a0 SX2A+1

.(26)

.(27)

The form 26 is modified for X = 0 transitions.

Using different experimental q. values, which* were kept
2

small, the plot R^ against q. yields a straight line
2

with intercept at q =0 which is . Substitution

in (27) gives j~E^ when the mean value has "been
calculated by (25) with a charge distribution fitting

the elastic form data. The transition plot R ^ versus
2 v

q is a straight line only for the correct choice of ft

and small q values. In this respect the method has the

additional advantage of determining the multipolarity of

the transition which is more usually obtained from

inelastic universal curves. The later are plots of

f|2 against qA^/3. According to Rchiff^0^ the
:.nelastic form factors for E0 and E2 transitions are

indistinguishable and such transition plots Rv versus

2
q. do not distinguish between E0 and E2 transitions.

The widths determined by Crannel and Oriffy for the
12

transitions in C were shown to agree with values
(52) (52)obtained previously by Pregeaux ' and Rasmussen et al

using different methods.
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Section Vl(e): Experimental Method of Inelastic

Electron Scattering Experiments and General Comment.

Experiments on inelastic electron scattering using

linear accelerators have been carried out only in two

laboratories at Stanford and Orsay. The experimental

methods and apparatus are described in Barber's review

article^The main requirements are:-

(a) Well defined electron energies

(b) Thin targets to reduce electron energy losses

(c) A monitor for the incident electron beam

<d) A spectrometer of the double focussing type

with high resolving power for momentum

analysis of the scattered groups*

As with Coulomb excitation, the inelastic electron

scattering method for lifetime determinations is

immediately applicable only to transitions which end in

the ground state. As such its application to a larger

class of El transitions is limited since few of these

go to the ground state.
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Section Vll(a)! flonoenergetic Pooltron B^Ibs^or

Introduction. Monoenergetic positron emission is an

Internal pair decay process in which the electron of the

electron-positron pair is captured in an atonic vacancy

predominantly the K atomic shell that is, created

either by a preceding K or L capture decay of a parent

nucleus or by internal conversion in the atomic shells

of a preceding nuclear transition* In the ordinary

internal pair process the positrons are observed to have

a continuous distribution of energy with a maximum
2

W — 2mc m W - 1*02 JteV where W is the nuclear decay

energy in MeV, In the mode of decay presently discussed,

the K positrons, for example, as a result of the capture

of the electrons in the K shell are emitted with a single

energy
2

W • 2mc + Bg.
where is the binding energy of the atomic K shell.

Thus this process is energetically favoured whenever

internal pair emission is possible and the K positrons

are observed at an energy beyond the cut-off of the

continuous positron spectrum. This mode of decay was
(53)

predicted by Sliv ' and its experimental verification

is claimed (5h) to have been first obtained by Scherrer
(55)

et alN ' though evidence had already been obtained by

Latyshev et al as early as 19U8 (56) in the 1620 KeV and

1527 KeV transitions of haC « More recently K positrons

have been observed by Perdrisat et al^"^, Vaeilenko^
wu(**7)f shimuzu et al^®^ in the lh09 KeV B1 transition o
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Saa1^^ the 1863 KeV El transition of Pb2^, and the 1720
KeV El transition of Pb206. The initial levels for these

transitions are produced in the corresponding pre-
1152 205 .206

dominant K capture decays of Eu J , Bi , and Bi .

152
The 1U09 KeV El transition of Sm that results from the

152
K capture branch of Eu is shown in the decay scheme of

152
Sm presented in Pig. 17# This transition shall be

discussed again in connection with experimental work

undertaken in this thesis. For observations of K

positrons the spectrometers used are those capable of

separating positrons form electrons, usually of the

Siegbahn- Slatis type. The low energy K positrons are

observed as very faint peaks on an extremely high

background of the 3+ continuum arising from the positron

decays of other transitions, competing decays of the

parent nucleus as well a natural background. The main

experimental problem encountered in determining the

K positron intensity is the estimation of this background.

Section VTl(b)j Coefficient of Monoenergetic K Positron

Emission for Lifetime Measurement.

In analogy to the internal pair process a mono-

energetic positron emission coefficient can be defined

which apart from the usual dependence on the decayAand
the multipolarity of the nuclear transition is determined

also by the lifetime of the decaying nuclear state

relative to that of the atomic level with which the

positrons are associated. In this respect the process is
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useful for lifetime determinations of nuclear excited

states since atomic level widths or lifetimes have been

accurately determed from atomic X ray emission and

absorption lines. Moreover radiative atomic level widths

have been calculated by Burhop and others^6) anfi

such widths may be combined with the experimentally

determined atomic level fluorescence yields u) to give

the total atomic level widths I according to the

expression
„ K

us
„ R
K a

rK ♦ rK» R <A

where the total K level width |"K = j~RK ♦ fAK and j~AK
is the partial K level width associated with radiationless

Auger transitions. Prom the existing experimental

data Leisi et al^^ finds

T (ev) as 1.73 x 7 3,93 x lo"6 (28)
K

to represent the atomic number 2 variation of the K
level width with good accuracy. .More recently, with

the use of high resolution 8 spectrometers, Geiger et
(60)°^

alx ' have shown how atomic level widths may be directly

measured from their corresponding internal conversion

lines. Theoretical expressions for monoenergetic

positron emission coefficients have been obtained for

various 2 and decay energies for S2, El, Ml transitions

by Sliv^0^. Lombard and Rys^0^ have also obtained

expressions for these coefficients which they find to
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disagree with Sliv*s. For low and large K (w = Kmc2)
their own results for SI transitions are shown to "be

represented hy

K f ^ \ -3 A I EzS.
ae+ = ^137J x 2 x h x 10 K V K

K
where aQ* is the coefficient for monoenergetic K

2
positron emission and W = Kmc . Such calculations are

K
important for the following reason, a is not given

H K
hy the usual ratio e+ that is the ratio of the

positron intensity to ^the gamma ray intensity. It is

correctly given by

K N +K X X
a a -S— x £L x p (29)

ht Xk k
where PK is the probability that the initial nuclear state
is produced by K capture or K internal conversion^Tg is
the lifetime of K vacancy, ^ the lifetime of the
nuclear excited state which is desired to be measured

'is therefore the probability that the nucleus
Xn IK
decays without the initial K vacancy being filled by

atomic transitions. In practice since i K ^10
"̂•16

seconds and lifetimes of nuclear levels are 10

seconds a good approximation to equation (29) is

a K _ N K Xae- - Set. _fi p (30)
N

y i-K *
In the case of K capture for which P^ is a function of
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decay energy, and the spin and parity change oi the K
SSd

capture decay? the tabulated values of Wupstra are
used to obtain P„. With the known calculated values of

it Tr

rr JT **a./ and P„ the experimental determination of e4
ZN Vy

yields by equation (29 or (30) the ratio r— and (
_

hence the lifetime of the nuclear excited state since

is known by the methods described earlier. In

practice instead of Nv, N_ the intensity of the K
I e

internal conversion electrons is measured and N^, obtained
therefrom by appealing to the theoretical conversion

K
coefficients of Rose or Sliv and Band. The ratio Ne+

if* .,*7 N y
is observed to be small 10 10 . Following this <

procedure Perdrisat et al^"^ have obtained the lifetime

of the 11+09 KeV SI transition in Sm1-*2 asZ,y/ 0.7 x 10
seconds and deduced the transition and the competing

khk KeV El transition to be retarded by factors 70 and
/ CO \

10 respectively. Shimuzu et alv ' repeating the

measurement obtained retardation factors 57 and 9

respectively. Earlier Vasilenko et al^"^ had reported

a retardation of 100 for the same transition. Perlrisat

et al^~^ have measured the lifetimes of the 1863 KeV El

transition in Pb205 and the 1720 KeV El in Pb206 following

the monoenergetic positron method.

The method of monoenergetic positron for lifetime

determinations suffers from the serious defect of reliance

upon the calculations for (cf the disagreement

between the calculations of Sliv and those of Lombard and

Rys) and of the uncertainty in estimating the K position
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intensity from a very high background. Already the low

retardation factors 57» 70, 100 that have been reported

so far for this 1U09 KeV El transition in Sm"1"^2 attaches

an especial significant to this transition since from

the experimental data presented earlier on El transitions
C /■

in deformed nuclei a retardation of 10^ ^10 would

have been expected.

2- sfc°V

4 +

E2+MI

E 2

811

82 E 2

0 +

(E0+E2)

(E 2f

l52Fu63

1659

470
0.008 % 0
(2 %.), 11.5

715 .♦

0.016 X 0
II*. ) II »

I52e„,
62

Fig. 1. Partial decay scheme of 152Eu. Data in the figure are taken from some reports published by
other workers. The transition energies are given in keV. The transition probabilities are shown

in per cent of all disintegrations

FIG.17
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CHAPTER 3.

X RAY SATELLITES^56»61^

Section I: Experimental Review of X ray Satellites.

The principal X ray lines arising from electron

transitions between singly ionized inner atomic levels

are otherwise known as X ray 'diagram lines' "because their

frequencies are known from X ray absorption studies to

be the differences of the critical absorption frequencies

of the levels defining these lines. However, while

investigating the K X ray series spectra of the light

elements in the range Na(ll) - 2n(30) Siegbahn et al^°"^
observed other lines on the high frequency sides of the

principal lines whose frequencies or energies are not so

simply related to the atomic level energies. Their work

and that of subsequent workers like Ford^1^, Parratt^1^,
Edamoto^*^ who used spectrometers of much higher

resolving power shows the principal Ka^ a2 doublet, for
example, to be accompanied by a complex spectrum of weak

close lying lines designated as a*, a1,
a5» tt » aqo, ^ll' ai3» aih the approx~
imate order of their frequency displacement from the

principal doublet. A similar complexity was found also

for the KB principal line and for these the weak lines

K(3n, Kp1, Kp11, Kp11,1 Kp1^ KpV have been resolved for
some elements. Because all these lines do not fit into

the usual X ray energy diagrams of singly, ionized inner

atomic levels they have been termed as *non diagram' lines

or as Satellites of the principal lines. The K series
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satellite spectrum shows a systematic reduction in

intensity with increasing atomic number which is due in

part to the complete disappearance of some of the

satellite lines and in part to the decreasing intensity

of the individual lines with increasing ^ . Of these,
those of the Ka^ principal doublet that are found to
persist up to 2, = kS are the Ka^,a^ satellite group
whose intensity variation with atomic number as observed

by Parratt^1^ is shown in Pig. 18(a) - full curve. In

Pig. 18(b) are Parratt's ionization curves for the Ka^
principal doublets of Ca(20) and Mo(h2) showing the

satellites as humps or irregularites in the spectra

curves of the parent doublet. Beyond Sn(50) no K

series satellites seem to have been observed. Although

these lines were studied exclusively by electron

bombardement of targets in X ray tubes Coster and
(6l)DrujV3Steynv were able, after some initial difficulties,

to obtain the Ka-^, satellites in the fluorescent
spectra of Pe(26). Coster in 1922 while investigating

the L series spectra of elements was the first to

observe that the principal L series lines La^, a2; Lp^,
and LPp are also accompanied by satellite lines. With

the
this and/8absequent work of Richtmeyer et al, Hirsh,

Parratt and others^^ as many as nine satellite lines

a2 , , a.^, , Q,g, o,-j, o,g, for t he q>2
I VI

doublet, six satellite lines LP2 ~ *»P2 ^2
I IV

line and four Lp^ - LP^ are now known. The L series
satellites unlike those of the K series, show a curious

variation in intensity with atomic number. This was first
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pointed out "by Coster and subsequently confirmed by

Pearsall, Hirsh, and Parratt whose experimental

results are shown in Pigs. 19(a) ~ 19(c). The satellites

are seen to have maximum intensities at certain atomic

numbers, to disappear completely approximately in the

range Sn(50)- Hf(72), above which most of them reappear

with considerable intensity.

Where they have been well resolved, especially as

in the work of Parratt, all satellite lines are observed

to be approximately twice as broad in width than their

corresponding parent lines. Of greater interest are the

excitation potentials of these lines. The work of

Coster and Thi^jssen^"^ for S(l6) and that of Parratt for

T (22)^"^ shows, for example, that the Ka^a^ satellites
are excited only at a tube voltage corresponding to an

initial state of double KL ionization. For Ca(20)

Parratthas also shown that the Ka" satellite

line appears only at an excitation potential which

corresponds to a state of initial double KM ionization.
(*>6)

In the L series, Coster et alx Valadres and Mendesx '

were able to establish conclusively that the La satellites

of Nb(hl) and Au(79) are excited only at ionization

potentials corresponding to that of the L-^ shell. Pome of
all these observations on the peculiar behaviour of

satellite lines in the K and. L series X ray spectra were

preceded by two successful theories of their origin

which are now discussed.
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Section II: Wentzel-Druyvesteyn Hypothesis.

An explanation of the origin of satellite lines
(6l)

was first proposed by Wentzel in 1921 ' who suggested

that they arise from single electron transitions in

atoms that have been doubly or multiply ionized in their

inner shells. Apart from the fact that the initial and

final states correspond to states of double or multiple

ionization the satellite transitions are identical to

those of the parent line they accompany. The Ka^ satellite
line of the principal Ka^a g doublet was suggested to
arise from an.initial state of double ionization ls2p

(in X ray spectroscopic notation) and to be emitted

during the transition ls2p —$■ Is . ?/entzel's assignments

for some of the other observed K series satellites e.g.

a^» ag were shown to be wrong by amongst others,
Backlins^"^ measurements of their excitation potentials.

( 6l }Eauyvesteynv ' subsequently revised Wentzel^ line

assignments and because of the former's further elabor¬

ation and experimental verification of the theory the

above hypothesis on the origin of X ray satellites is

now known as the Wentzel-Druyvesteyn hypothesis. In

the K series these states of double or multiple ionization

have been explained as arising from electron collisions

with the X ray targets in which more than one electron is

ejected from the target atoms in a single impact. This

requires a higher ionization energy for the initial

satellite states than those of their principal lines.

Thus for KL double ionization in a given element of
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atomic number Z» the minimum excitation energy corresponds

to the sum of the ionization energy of the K shell of the

atom and the ionization energy of an L electron with a

K electron missing. The latter is approximately the

ionization energy of an L electron of the atom ( Zi+1)
whose atomic number is higher by one since the absence

of a K electron approximately increases by one the

nuclear charge felt by an L electron. This means

^Lfz) " \(Z+l) (31)
For the Kb"' satellite line, which is assigned to an

initial state KL, and is emitted in the corresponding

transition of the KB^ parent line viz KL -* LM, Druyvesteyn
was able to show in thirteen elements Al(L3) - Fe(26)
that the frequency displacement Hi - of the

JXJ3 IVo |
satellite from its parent is well accounted for by the

approximate relationship

h<rKB»' * 'KB*' » <W *

in the notation of the previous equation. Assuming the

relative intensity of the satellite lines with respect

to their parent lines to depend only on the relative

probabilities of double ionization to single ionization

in direct electron impacts, Richtmeyer using

a Born approximation collision calculation has shown

the relative intensity of the Ka^ satellite group
with respect to that of the Ka | line to vary with Zt
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intensity of Ka5-(lJl
_ 21

Intensity of K U.5)
al

where U.5 is an average screening constant for the L shell.

The ratio gives the relative probability of KL toKion-

ization since it is assumed that the electric dipole

transition probabilities corresponding to a given

transition,say K - Ljjj* are substantially the same
whether the initial and final states correspond to those

of single or double ionization. Pig. 18(a) - dashed

curve - shows how the above prediction is verified by

Parratt's experimental results. Using experimental data

on atomic level widths Parratt^"^ was able to show that

the observed satellite line widths are the sums of

the widths of the initial and final multiply ionized

levels to which they belong. Such consistent agreement

of the experimental results with the theory lends support

to the Wentzel-Druyvesteyn hypothesis of the origin of

the K series satellites. More conclusive support for

the theory has been obtained by the K series satellite

frequency calculations of Wolfe^1^, Kennard and Rambeig^
and Candlin^2^ all using Slater's theory of complex

spectra^-^ in which the multiplicity of levels arising

from the interaction of the assigned initial and final

double vacancies according to the LS, intermediate andjj
coupling schemes was considered and the electrostatic and

spin orbit perturbation energies for these levels
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calculated with appropriate atomic wavefunctions
r

obtained from Hatree self consistent fields or with
A

wavefunctions of the Slater type and hydrogen type.

All these calculations agree very consistently with the

observed frequency separations of these satellites from

their parent lines.
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Fig. 4. Variation in intensities of satellites of L(jt with atomic number (solid line). The dotted
lines show relative intensities computed by Ea. (2). The arbitrary determination of the con¬
stant PA by use of the data for Ag(47) yields values of relative intensities many times greater
than those predicted by Druyvesteyn's formula.
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Section Ills Coster Kronlg Theory

Among other regularities in the L series spectra,

the Wentzel-Druyvesteyn theory does not account for the

high relative intensity, the intensity variation with ^
and the excitation potentials of the L series satellites.

Of these other regularities, X ray lines like L(3^ and
arising from an initial level are observed at

certain atomic numbers to be much weaker and much broader

than those having or ^ as their initial levels.
(eg)

Coster and Kronigw ' in 193U were successful in explain¬

ing all these regularities by considering Auger radiation?*

less transitions of the type

>73

> 77

in which,for example, an initial vacancy in the

level is filled by an electron from the L-j^i leve^
without emission of radiation, the atomic energy

difference being used to eject an electron from the

Miy or My shell so that the atom is left in a final
state of double M

^y or I^ii M ionization. Having
shown that such processes are energetically possible

only at the atomic numbers indicated above for which,

for example,

Et * Ey
^liiCz) Mv(z+i)

**1 —& < 50
L1 —V Llll MV» < 50
Li —*■ hiuv.iv<uo
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they were able to explain why the Lg2 and L02 satellites
are of high intensity in certain/^ regions and disappear
completely in the range Sn(50) - Hf(72). Since the

probability of double ionization due to

Auger processes is relatively much higher than that

corresponding to direct double ionization the observation

that the excitation potentials of the L series satellites

are those of the level is explained. The Auger

transition probability is shown (36) to have a marked

dependence on the kinetic energy of the ejected Auger

electron and is such that it has a maximum for a

particular value of the energy difference

\{Z) Slixi(Z) + % Z+1)

The maximum intensity of the L02 satellites at or near
Ag(h7) is correlated to this fact. Following the

suggestion of Pineherle^1^ that X ray levels are due
A

in part to Auger widths [" corresponding to the Auger
transitions and in part to radiative widths ("E for the
radiative transitions, the calculations of Pincherle

(193U)^61^, Richtmeyer and Raaberg (1937)^"^ on the
79

level widths of Au showed.,as in other elements where

the above Auger transitions occur*that the Auger level
j- 0l -fKe W/2tKs

width accounts for more than v6Aof all the L levels.aaa

This is consistent with the fact that where more Auger

processes proceed from the level than from the other L
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levels X ray lines with an initial level are broader

than these other L series lines. It also explains why

L-^ X ray lines are of weaker intensity than the other L
series lines since, for approximately equal ionization

probabilities of all the L levels by electron impacts,

a lot more atoms are removed from initial states

without a corresponding emission of radiation. Experi¬

ments by Coster and Brillamongst othersstudying

the variation with ^ °** widths and intensities of
emission lines confirm all the above ideas which are

embodied, in the Coster-Kronig theory. As in the

theoretical work on K series satellites, Richtmeyer and

Kamberg (1937)^"^, and Pincherle (I9h2)^-^ have applied

Slater's theory of complex spectra to the calculation

of the frequency separations of the La, LB satellites

which are respectively emitted in the transitions

2p3d 3d2
2p3d 3dhd

The initial states are those produced in Coster-Kronig

transitions. Good agreement between the observed and

calculated frequencies was obtained. To summarize the

Wentzel-Druyvesteyn hypothesis and the Coster-Kronig

theory together account for the L series satellites.

In 1939 Burbank^^ observed for the first time

satellite lines in the L series spectrum of 4g(L7) whose

excitation potential was measured to be that of the K

shell in this element. The initial state of double



ionization LL was shown to he due to the Auger

transition

K —^ LL

and the lines themselves to he emitted in the transition

LL —b LM RD Richtmeyer^"^ with Slater type

calculations of the perturbation energies was ahle

to account for the observed frequencies of these lines.

The initial states of these satellite lines are much

more easily shown in the K Auger electron spectra of

elements (see for example reference 6h). Exhaustive

tables of all X ray satellite wavelengths have been
* (56)

prepared by Hulubei and CauchdxfcjfsY '
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Section IV: X ray Satellites from K Capture

Of the K series X ray satellites observed by direct

electron impact none corresponds to an initial state of

K2 double ionization, the probability of single electron

collisions giving rise to double K vacancies being
(65)3

negligible. However, OertzenN recently observed from
71

the K capture decay of Ge K X ray satellites whose

initial state is K2 and of an intensity relative to the

Ka^ a2 parent, doublet which is about 10 The initial
state of double K ionization is explained as due both to

the K capture decay and the instantaneous ejection of

another K electron in consequence of the sudden nuclear

charge alteration. The scheme of such a decay is

explained by the theory of Primakoff and Porter^"^a
which is not relevant to the present discussion. The

satellite speetrum was not resolved into line components

but the mean frequency separation of the centre of the

satellite hump ^ 100 eV can be shown to be accounted

for by the transition KK «-£• Apart from the

above mode of producing additional K or L vacancies in

K capture isotopes such vacancies may also be produced

by the internal conversion in the atomic shells of a

very short lived nuclear transition. The probability

of such a process leading to K2 initial double ion¬

ization is examined in Chapter h where it is applied to

an estimate of the lifetime of a nuclear transition.
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CHAPTER it

INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENT

Section I: General

When an atomic K shell vacancy is produced by a

K capture decay the nature of the subsequent re¬

organization of the atom shall be influenced by

succeeding nuclear transitions in the product nucleus

whenever the lifetimes of these nuclear transitions are

comparable to those of the atomic levels. Since in the

medium to high£ elements the mean lifetimes of the
—16

atomic X ray levels are all of order 10 seconds

observable nuclear effects on atomic transitions are, to

all intents and purposes, produced only with El nuclear

transitions, and the relative frequency with which such

nuclear effects on the atomic transitions occur can be

measured and used to estimate the lifetimes of these El

transitions. In monoenergetic positron emission the

observed effect is the filling up of the initial K
f=w.r.s a~rCAje.ri

capture vacancies by the eL«drons.-o^ A/l/A tya succeeding El
nuclear transition. This occurs in competition with

the dominant decay modes of radiative K X ray emission

and Aug^er transitions proceeding from these K vacancies.
In Section (VII) of Chapter 2 it was shown how the

observed relative intensity of the K positrons has been

used to estimate the lifetimes of a number of El

transitions. In the present experiment a lifetime re¬

determination of the 1U09 KeV El transition in Sm1-^2
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following from the K capture decay of Eu1^2 (see Pig.17)
was undertaken by observations on a different nuclear

effect upon the atomic transitions. This effect is

described as follows:- In the larger number of cases

the internal conversion of the 1U09 KeV El nuclear

transition in the atomic K shell occurs after the

initial K capture vacancy has disappeared. When this

happens internal conversion produces an atom that is

singly ionized in the K shell and leads to the emission

of normal Sm K X ray lines. In a few cases, however, -

and these are those contemplated in the present

experiment - the internal conversion of this transition

in the K shell occurs in the presence of the initial K

capture vacancy with the result that the atom is finally

left in an initial state of double ionization KK. For

this case the K X ray satellites of Sm are emitted in

the transition KK KL, the final atomic state KL again

leading to the emission of other K X ray satellites
2

KL-fr-L which are of approximately the same energy as the

former. Moreover - and this turns out to be the more

probable process - the K shell internal conversion may

occur in a fully occupied K shelly the initial K capture
vacancy having been transferred by radiative or Auger

transitions to either the L or M atomic levels. As a

result the atoms may once again be left in initial

states of double ionization KL or KM and give rise to

K X ray satellite quanta of the second kind. Prom the

totality of other possibilties and transitions the

above nuclear and atomic events were experimentally
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selected for study "by observing and recording coincidences

between the K X rays of Sm1^2 and the 1369 KeV K Internal

conversion electrons of the lh09 KeV El transition. In

the next section an explicit expression is obtained for

the relative intensity of all these K X ray satellites

with respect to the normal K X rays both of which result

from the internal conversion in the atomic K shell of the

nuclear transition under study. The expression gives the

relative satellite intensity in terms of the lifetime of

the nuclear transition which is to be determined and the

lifetimes of the atomic levels with which all the

radiative X ray emissions are associated. Experimentally

the relative intensity of the satellites was estimated

by measuring the intensity reduction factors of two

suitably prepared Cerium absorbers first for a "homo¬

geneous" beam consisting only of normal K X rays and

next for the "inhomoganeous" beam of K X ray satellites

and normal K X rays that occur in coincidence with the

1369 KeV internal conversion electrons. For the type

of coincidence experiment that was performed homo-

geneous normal K X rays were defined as those X rays

observed in coincidence with the K internal conversion

electrons of the 1090 KeV E2 transition in Sm1^2. This

definition is acceptable because the E2 transitions are

so long lived in comparison with the atomic level life¬

times that the probability of producing satellites by

the processes described above is negligible. The choice

of Cerium as the absorber for estimating the relative

satellite intensity was determined by the fact that the
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wavelength of the intense Ka^ ^ Principal lines
.309®A -/.313®A are sufficiently displaced from the X

level absorption critical wavelength of Cerium 0.307°A

to ensure that the mass absorption coefficient \i/^ of
cerium for these X rays is small. In fact for these

X rays \i/^> expressed in grams/sq.. cm. is about
5.3 grams/sq.. cm. for a cerium absorber. On the other

hand an approximate estimate of the mean wavelength of

the XL and KK X ray satellite group, using relations

similar to Equation 31, show that their wavelength lies

very close to the K critical absorption wavelength

0.307°A of cerium. A higher absorption coefficient

c 20 for these satellites by the cerium absorbers
■f

was expected end the main purpose of the experiment was

to establish that the relative reductions in intensity

of the inhomogeneous beam of normal X X rays and

satellites by the two cerium absorbers are correspond¬

ingly greater than those pertaining to the homogeneous

beam of normal X X rays. By a method to be described

in the next section the analysis of these intensity

reduction factors leads to an estimate of the relative

X X ray satellite intensity. In carrying out the above

procedure finer details concerning the resolution of the

X X ray satellite spectrum into its individual line

components were not considered. Rather, all the X X ray

satellites were regarded as forming one satellite group

having a mean wavelength displacement from the parent X

X ray lines and corresponding to an effective mean

absorption coefficient for a cerium absorber. As shall
- - - - -

ted
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Section 11(a): Theoretical Expression for the

relative intensity of the K X ray Satellites.

In this section expressions are obtained for the

probabilities of emission of:

(1) K X ray satellites with initial states KK produced,

as explained earlier by the K shell internal conversion

of the 1U09 KeV El transition in the presence of the

preceding X capture vacancy.

(2) KX ray satellites with initial states KL arising

from the satellite line transitions of (l) above vis:

KK -fr KL*

(3) K X ray satellites with initial states KL, KM

which result from the K shell conversion of the El

transition in the presence of respective vacancies in

the L, M shells due to the Auger and radiative decays of

the initial K capture vacancies.

From these probabilities the total relative intens¬

ity of the satellite lines with respect to the K series

parent X rays is evaluated.

number of K capture disintegrations

per second.

fraction of the K capture decays producing
1 '

the El nuclear transition. (< "■ 1 ^

the internal conversion coefficient of this

El transition in the atomic K shell with its

two electrons present.

disintegration constant per second of the

Let Nq »

K ■
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atomic K vacancy related to the mean life
-r 7 JL.L

K oi the K level by = K seconds

(Correspondingly ^n» ^n» ^111 deno'fce ^k®disintegration constants of the subshells so designated

Let Y denote the disintegration constant per second
of the 1531 KeV nuclear level produced in the K capture

decay which de-excites via the lh09 KeV El transition and

the competing "but much weaker hhh KeV el transition. The

level mean lifetime that is desired to "be measured is
— 1
I = -r seconds. Then the probability of the El gamma

( mm 4*

ray being emitted in less than time t = (l-e J), The
probability of the K capture vacancy disappearing in the

K, i/
interval t + dt

= Ke~Kt dt

Therefore the final probability of the El gamma ray being

emitted before the K capture vacancy disappears is

f aO

(l-e"/t)Ke"Ktdt
J
= K

I -Kt
- Ke a-K =1 -(K+r)t

K+y

r_
K.y

.(32)

Since is the K shell internal conversion coefficient

for the El transition when one K electron is missing the

total number of KK satellites emitted
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- (33)
2 y+K

is the fluorescent yield of the K shell and it is

assumed that this yield is the same in the presence of

one or more vacancies.

The emissions of KK satellites in the transitions KK—?

KL leave the atoms with double vacancies in the K and L

shells so that neglecting Auger processes K -*MM, which

are known from experiment to be weak, the number of

resulting KL satellites

MoK
— WK (31»)
K+y "

With regard to the KL satellites of the type (3) described

above, the probability of a K vacancy being filled at time
I

*"1 *l*fitl

= ke'kti atx

Probability of an L vacancy appearing at time t^ and
lasting to times t to t ♦ dt

= j,
&

l * li»lii,liii

Probability of the SI gamma ray being converted in the

interval t^ to t in the K shell

« (eth - e'^*\
Since only the events accompanying K shell conversion of

the transition were selected the above probability is



effectively:

1;J1.

(e"T *1 - eT)

The probability of a KL vacancy oecuring by the

preceding is then

L
This induces, after the indicated doable integration

has been performed to

Taking the Lj, kjj# 4ll 8u^a^ei:i-s separately introduces
further factors A. , A- , A. . each less than unity,"Lj "Ljj
into the above probability. These factors correspond

respectively to the relative strengths of the transitions

(radiative and Auger) K , K-f , KLjjjJ Since
the R-t L or Is 2s transition proceeds only by the1

1.
Auger process which accounts for not more than about 10

of all the transitions from the K level (i.e.

in the medium to high atomic number elements, the factor

A, is expected to be very much smaller in comparison■4
with the others. Expression (35) then gives

No of Klj satellites * KY S

(35)

(L*j)(K*y)
(36)
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Ho of KLjj satellites = ^

(37)

No of KLttt satellites ■ N-tcl, tPvxAT111 °p (Lxn+7)(K+y) K Lin
(38)

and "by an obvious extensions
N folj. K y

No of KMttt satellites as .JL-JS— - bi>v x A„III t« K M(*!„♦/)(*♦/) I"
(39)

Adding the expressions (33), (3U), (36), (37),(38^(39)

gives the total number of satellite quanta:-

K+y
1 ♦ K ^i

♦ ^i + '^in + Xn ^
Li+| Luy Lxn+|' Mni*|

In considering only the above satellites (36)-(39) and no

others account was taken of the relative intensities^*^
of the parent lines Ka^, Ka2» K32 as shown in
Table 8.

The total number of radiative transitions (satellite and

normal K X rays) is equal to 2 Tlie intensity

of the satellites relative to the total number of



transitions is thus:-

», ^
2(K*])

Ni + -htiL ♦ XlL
hi*J hu*J

(ito) J

Equation (bO)is then the desired theoretical expression

for the relative intensity of the satellites. All the

satellites are considered as forming a nearly homo¬

geneous X ray spectrum with a mean wavelength X 3.

Section 11(h): Expression for deducing X ray satellite

relative intensity from measured intensity reduction

factors.

In order to estimate s, the relative intensity of

the K X ray satellites, the experimental method followed

consisted of using two cerium absorbers of different

thicknesses and determining their reduction factors for:-

(i) Counting rate of coincidences between K X rays

and the K conversion electrons of the 1090 KeV

E2 transition.

(ii) Counting rate of coincidences between K X ray

and the K conversion electrons of the 1U09 KeV

El transition.

To reiterate, the K X rays in coincidence with the

K conversion electrons of the E2 transitions are normal

or parent K X rays while those in coincidence with the
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K conversion electrons of the lb09 KeV II transition

are both parent and satellite K X rays.

Let » measured reduction factor of the E2

coincidence counting rate with thin absorber,
«

» measured reduction factor of the El

coincidence counting rate with thin absorber.

Eg ss measured reduction factor of the E2
coincidence counting rate with thick absorber,

«

Eg » measured reduction factor of the SI COI aC I <Re-nce^
C-ouafm^ r<siie w'itK tHi'e-K a.bSorb&r

& a mass absorption coefficient in grammea/sq,. cm.
t0

If Kj ■ ft for Ka^ normal X ray

Kg » ^ for Kag normal X ray

K3 88 **or normal X ray
3 jo f03? k-2 normal x r'a^
» mean for all K X ray satellites

and if Xj cm, is the effective thickness of the thin
Cerium absorber and x2 that of the thick absorber

-K_x_ -K,-,x_ -K7x.
^ a 0.5© 1 1 * 0.25© ♦ 0.175© 3 1

+ 0.075© K**Xl
Rg = 0.5© Kl** ♦ 0.25© *2*2 ♦ 0.175©

♦0.075© K^*2 - - - - - &i)

using the relative intensities shown In Table 8,
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The concept of an effective thickness was introduced

into the experiment "because cerium could only be

obtained as a power of cerium oxide CeOg#

The equations (hi) can be solved graphically for x^, Xg
by plotting the right hand sides for different x values

and extrapolating with the measured R^, Rg« To do this,
the should be known. For any absorber the observed

variation of {§) with wavelength A below and above the
K critical wavelength\K of the absorbing element is
found to be well represented by the relation

log\ ♦ a log (jj) ♦ b a 0 (2*2)
where a, b are assumed to be constants. Fig. (20) is

a plot of the above equation for wavelengths below and

above the K critical limit of cerium. The experimental

data were obtained from reference (66) part of which is

reproduced in Table 9. The (*^) values are reported to
have an accuracy of 5%• The linearity of the plot in

Fig. (20) verifies the linear relationship of equation

(h2). The (j~) for the Ka^, Ka2, K3g lines, as
deduced from the plot, are also presented in Table (9)»
These were used in equation (hi) to obtain the effective

absorber thicknesses upon neglecting, to a first

approximation, the infinitely small contribution to the

absorption due to the oxygen atoms in the CeO^ powder.

To continue the analysis, let s * No of satellites
Total number of

transitions
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Therefore 1 - s c No of parent X rays
Total number of transitions

This means that for the ill radiation

Icx,
= (1-s)^ ♦ se 51

R2 * ()®2 * Be~K5Xl
• «

'V8! = R2"H§ (U3)
rs -KcrX, t, _JRfcXr>yielding s -r

R1-e 5 1 R2-e~5*2

Using the experimental values of R^, R^, Rg» Rg» xl» x2
equation (h3) can he solved numerically for K_ and used

, 1 5
to deduce s, the K X ray satellite relative intensity,

Thus the method indicated for measuring Y or the mean

"T
rr - r

x
lifetime Oy = y seconds of the 1531 KeV nuclear

162 1 1
level of Sm ^ is to deduce s from experiment, use this

s value in equation (I'O) to solve for y numerically,
assuming the various coefficients and the atomic

level widths are known.
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Section 111(a): Apparatus and Preparation of Absorbers.

The collimated detector system is drawn to scale in

Pig. 21 while Pig. 22 is a block diagram of the electron¬

ics indicating the types of instruments used. The

rectangular well-shaped plastic scintillator, given a

thin coating of light reflecting paint and provided with
152

an aluminium covering held the radioactive Bu source

in the indicated position. This plastic scintillator

was used to detect the electrons from this source and

was connected to the fi-channel of Pig. 22 through a

photomultiplier with which optical content was secured

"by silicon grease. The thickness of the plastic was

that enabling electrons of up to 1,5 MeV in energy to

be stopped within it. However this thickness resulted

in an unavoidable high Compton electron background due

to the gamma rays from the source. The £** x 1" Nal(Tl)

crystal fitted with an extra aluminium cap designed to

stop all electrons of up to about 2 MeV in energy from

the source was used to detect the K X rays and was

connected through the photomultiplier with which it was

in optical contact secured by silicon grease to the

gamma channel shown in Pig, 22. The trough shaped 2 cm.

thick lead collimator between the detectors was designed

to prevent scattered electrons and gamma rays from the

source and the sides of the light - tight containing

brass tube from reaching the X ray detector. Collimation

at P was obtained with a pair of thin brass plates

screwed together and having coincident circular holes of



THEDETECTINGSYSTEM
T1

o

LEADCOLLIMATOR SOURCE PLASTICSCINTILLATORWITHSURROUNDING NAISCINTILLATORWITHALUMINIUMCAP PHOTOMULTIPLIERS MOVABLEABSORBERAND BRASSTUBESLIGHT PERSPEXftEBONITERINGS HORIZONTAL SCREWEDROD CATHODEFOLLOWER

ALUMINIUMFOft.
COLLIMATlNGPLATE TIGHT

TOHOLDPHOTOMULTIPLIERS
SECTION OFCOLLIMATING PLATESHOWjNG THERECESS.

ENDVIEWFROM<- SHOWINGCOLLIMATMO PLATEMPOSITION.
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diameter 1 ^ em. bored through them. Three sets of
such plates were made^ one of which x^as used in the "no
absorber" measurement while the other two holding the

absorbing CeOg powder were used in the "thin absorber"
and "thick absorber" measurements. The plate sets

were thin enough to slide down to positon along a

supporting rail inside the brass tube through a narrow

hole cut on the top face of the containing brass tube.

Strips ofblack camera cloth over the projecting portions

of these plates and pressed down on to the brass tube

as well as a black camera blanket spread over the entire

length of the brass tube prevented any possible light

entry as a consequence of the projecting plate colli-
52"

mators. For the two absorber plates recesses VnrTn
hO" 1000

and 1000 deep respectively were made round the

existing circular holes in one of each pair of the plates.

Thin mica discs were pressed down to the bottom of these

recesses with a fine layer of glue and were used for

holding the absorber powder which was subsequently

covered by similar mica discs glued and spread across the

circular holes. To compensate for the X ray absorption

by these mica discs two similar mica discs were provided

in the "no absorber" plate. The CeO^ powder obtained
from British Drug Houses Limited was stated to have a

purity of not less than 99%. To prepare the absorbing

layers, the powder was dissolved in zapon lacquer to

form a colloidal solution, stirring with a glass rod

being required. Various amount of the solution were



drawn into a pipette of fine constriction from which the

cerium oxide solution was spread in drops uniformly

across the mica disc glued to the bottom of the recesses.

Fairly uniform absorbing layers were obtained and brought

to dry under a hot lamp and their approximate weights

obtained by weighing brass plate with absorber with a

chemical balance, the weights of the brass plate and mica

alone having been obtained initially. Dropping, spread¬

ing, drying and weighing continued until approximately

0.78 grammes and 0.U3 grammes of uniform absorbing

layers were obtained for the thick absorber and thin

absorber respectively. These weights corresponded to

thicknesses estimated to reduce the incident K X ray

beam intensity to O.b and 0.6 respectively of its

original value. The use of a colloidal solution as

obtained with the zapon lacquer prevented the absorbing

layers from slipping and thereby altering the effective

thicknesses presented to the X ray beam when the

absorber plates were held in the vertical position at

F or when they were withdrawn. No vacuum was required

in the detector system, the air path absorption of the

K X rays being negligible, while the source positioning

withing the plastic detector ensured no appreciable

energy losses of the high energy electrons which were

to be detected. This source positioning enabled,

besides, a near I*x geometry to be obtained for the 0

detector. Bringing the latter flush against the lead

collimator reduced the souree-to-Nal(TL) crystal

distance to h cm. and gave as well the maximum possible
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geometry to the X ray detector. This arrangement of

source and distance adjustment greatly improved the

efficiency of the detector system for detecting

coincidences. The "block diagram of the electronics in

Pig. 22 does not show the 2KV 0,1$ stable power supply

unit type 1007 from which the voltages applied to the

photomultipliers were obtained nor does it show the

potentiometer both of types 1007 "by means of which these

voltages were adjusted, A rheostat type V21159 enabled

occasional readjustment to 2h0 Volts AC of the voltage

supply to the electronic instruments.

Section IIl(b)i P^eqy scheme, Choice and Preparation

of Source.

152
The K capture branch of the decay to g2S® of>

152
13 year activity was presented in the decay

scheme of Pig. 17. The energy ratios of the low lying
4 4

2 and h levels as well as other Coulomb excitation

data identify them as the first and second excited

states respectively of the ground state rotational band.

The 2+ level at 811 KeV has been identified^^ as the

second member of the 0 vibrational band with K as 0. In
♦

a systematic search for higher lying 0 levels of even

nuclei in the rare earth region^Marklund et al^®^ have
identified a 0* level at 685 KeV in g2Sm1^2 resulting
from the 9»2 hr. g^Su1-*2111 K capture decay. This level
is considered to be the first member of the 0~vibrational

band. The 2* level at 1087 KeV and 3* level at 1235 KeV
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"belong to the gamma vibrational band with spin-parity

sequence K = 2, I = 2*, 3+... (67). The nature - single

particle excitation or collective excitation - of the

2" level at 1531 KeV has not yet been suggested and is

the level investigated in the present experiment. This

level is produced in 27% of all the K capture disinte¬

grations and decays by the competing 11*09 KeV El and

hhh KeV El transitions whose gamma ray relative
/ g"»1

intensities have been measured by Nathan and Hultbergx '*

to be &h% and 16% respectively. Since these competing

El decays from the 1531 KeV level go to different bands

it is not possible to use the data of Table 5 to deduce

the K quantum number of this level. The K shell internal

conversion coefficient of the lb09 KeV transition has

been measured to be h.7 x lo"*^.
Regarding the choice of source, the 1720 KeV El

transition of Pb20^ and the 1863 KeV El transition of

p^205 (mentioned in an earlier section) resulting from

the respective K capture decays of the much shorter

lived isotopes Bj206 (T^ = 6.1* days) and Bj205 (T.i =
11*.5 days) could have used instead of the 11*09 KeV El

transition of These other El transitons would

have been more convenient for study in view of the fact

that they are associated with an almost complete absence

of p-background in the neighbourhood of their K internal

conversion lines. However, intensity comparisons over

long time intervals being the main feature of the

present experiment, the choice of the much longer lived

g^Eu1-*2 isotope was decided upon. The europium source



as it was obtained from Harwell, was deposited on a

thin copper hacking with an approximate surface density

of 1 milligram/sq., cm, and of strength about 10 Jx.C,
This source layer waB sandwiched between two thin

copper discs. For use in the experimental work this

source arrangement was modified by discarding the

copper discs, reducing the source diameter to about

-§• cm, and its strength to about 3nC. A very thin

layer of silicon grease at the bottom of the plastic

well enabled the source in this form to be held centrally

in position, A thin aluminium foil covering the source

layer also prevented the source from slipping.
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CHAPTER V.

Section It Choice of Resolving Time and Delay Times

for the Coincidence Channels.

The choice of a resolving time of 0.5 microseconds

from the unit recording coincidences between the channel

radiations was decided upon by the usual method of

studying the variation with different resolving times

of the observed counting rate of genuine coincidences

between the two prompt gamma radiations 1.17 MeV and

1.33 MeV in energy of Co*®0, having initially set the

Hal detector on the photo peak of the 1.33 MeV gamma

ray while the plastic phosophor detected the Compton

electrons of the other gamma ray. In order to obtain a

more accurate estimate for this resolving time than the
. *-

, *•'! •* &>. ' . '/It ■ •

instrumental value 0.5 microseconds, the independent two
/ 5

source method was applied to the unrelated radiations

from the source (source l) and the Co^° source

(source 2) by recording the counting rate of coincidences
- accidental - simultaneously with the single channel

counting rates N^Hg per second. The accidental
coincidence counting rate being 2tN.jN2 per second, X
the resolving time, was determined and found to be

0.53 microseconds. Independence of the channel

radiations was assured by the observation that channel 2

detected no radiations from source 1 and channel 1

detected none from source 2. Next, the relative channel

delay times giving the maximum coincidence rate for

related channel radiations was determined and found to
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require channel 1 to "be delayed by 0.2 microseconds

with respect to channel 2. With these settings, and

the modified strength of the europium source, the ratio

of genuine to accidental coincidences between the X rays

and the internal conversion electrons was obtained to be

better than 5:1.

Section IX! Energy Calibration.

The gamma channel detecting the K X rays was
1*7

calibrated with the standard gamma rays of Cs and
go

Co sources and the 7h KeV K X rays of lead resulting

from the K capture decay of . The single channel

spectrum for the samarium K X rays is shown in Pig. 23

using a large channel width of 5 volts which was

required for a high coincidence counting rate apart

from ensuring that all the parent K X rays are present

at the X ray photo-peak. The settings of the amplifier

with which pulses of length about 3 microseconds as well

as the photomultiplier voltage used in this channel are

indicated in the figure. The unsymmetric X ray line

shape is mainly due to a Compton background associated

with all the higher energy gamma rays from the source.

Prom a symmetric shape obtained by a visiial estimate of

this background, the resolution of the Nal detector for

the X ray is estimated to be about h0%» The 0-channel

was calibrated with the strong 97U KeV conversion line

$ spectrum showing distinct K conversion lines of the

1090 KeV and IJ4O9 KeV transitions against the high beta

of Bi207, but it was impossible to obtain
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■background due jointly to the 3 decay branch of the

source and the Compton electrons of the gamma rays

stopped within the relatively thick plastic phosphor.

These high energy K conversion lines are, moreover,

known to be of weak intensity. Consequently the

conversion line spectrum was obtained by observations

on 3- X ray coincidences which got rid of the first

kind of background, the number of X rays associated with

the 3-decay branch being comparatively negligible. With

the remaining Compton background still masking the

distinct appearance of the conversion lines, it was

found necessary in emphasizing their appearance to record

coincidences for 30 minute intervale in the neighbour¬

hood of the 1369 KeV K conversion line and for 15 minute

intervals in that of the 1050 KeV K conversion line.

The resulting spectrum is shown in Pig. 2b. Because of

the poor resolution of the plastic phosphor the line

designated as 1050 KeV may in reality be a superposition

of the K conversion lines for all the E2 transitions

with energy in the range 965-1100 KeV.
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CHAPTER VI.

Section X: Experimental Procedure and Results

With the gamma counter set on the K X ray photo-

peak and the (3 counter on the 1050 KeV K conversion

line of the E2 transition, coincidences and single

channel counts were recorded for equal intervals with

the 'no absorber* plate, 'thin absorber' plate, and

'thick absorber* plate successively in position as at

F of Fig, 21, The X ray Compton background contributions

to the above measurements were obtained by repeating the

above sequence with the gamma counter set on the off

points at both sides of the X ray photopeak as indicated

by the arrows in Fig, 23, The results are shown in

Table 10 after subtracting the accidentals. The

Compton background contribution to the X ray peak

genuine coincidences was obtained from a graphical plot

of genuine coincidences versus bias voltage having only

three points (a) X ray peak <*> Off X ray peak -

low energy side (c) Off X ray peak-high energy side.

By joining the points b, c with a straight line the

background contribution at the X ray peak was obtained.

Repeating all the above procedures, coincidences between

the 1369 KeV K conversion line and the X rays waare

obtained. The results are presented in Table 11, The

fractions ^ applied to the measurements of Table 10
and -i- to those of Table 11 were estimated from the

P

spectrum of Fig, 2k to be the actual contribution to the

observed coincidences by the internal conversion elect
c i o rie.
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Section lis Treatment of Results and Estimate of

Lifetime of the 1551 KeV 2~ Level.

Prom the averaged measurements of Tables 10 and 11

the following reduction factors were calculated in the

notation of chapter h.
t

Thin Absorber R^ « 0.572 R^ = 0.516
Thick Absorber R2 = 0.1*39 R2 = 0.382

R^» R2 were then applied as in equation hi using the
mass absorption data of Table 9 to give effective

thicknesses for the CeOg absorbing layers.

x^ = 0.07U gms/sq.cm.
x2 s 0.111 gms/sq.cm.

Before applying these to the estimation of s, the X ray

satellite relative intensity, the small contribution

to the absorption due to the oxygen atoms in the CeOg
absorbing layers was considered. The molecular weight

of Ce02 being very nearly 172 gms, the ratio of the
weights of oxygen to cerium present in the absorbing

layers is or KQ, the mass absorption coefficient
of oxygen, is not sensitive to the energy dependence of

the wavelengths involved in Equation hi and it is

sufficient to rewrite that equation as

Bi= o.5e"KlXl" ^°Xl ♦ O.ase"^1" §5Vl
. oaysef1^1"^0*1 . 0.075eVl^5 Vl
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and a similar relation for Rg. The modified relations
assume a mean KQ for all the wavelengths. Using the
data of reference (66)^ KQ was taken to be equal to
0.26 to give with the previous estimates of the thick¬

nesses • -
t

Vx
Thin Absorber e * 1.001*3

K.x
Thick Absorber e 0 * ■ 1.0068.

Using these^equationf 1*3 is then modified to read as

s ■ % ~ R1 = R2 " R2
-Vl, *"K5X1> ~ "*KOx2/ "K5x2\

R^-e A(e ' ) Rg-e (e J )

This equation was then solved numerically to obtain Ks
and s. Putting

B = R1 "£
R^-e 0 A(e 0 A)oxl,"Vl

*

and C = R2 " *2

the following differences B-C were calculated for

various
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*5 B c B-C

15 0.2295 0.2271 0.002b

15.5 0.21875 0.21839 0.00036

X5.7 0.21505 0.21b93 0.0001

15.71 0.21bS06 0.21566 -0.0008

15.72 0.21b56 0.21509 -0.00053

15.75 o.214067 0.2150 -0.001

15.85 0.21237 0.21268 -0.0031

16 0.2095 0.21033 -0.0008

The best value of satisfying equation b3* is thus

= 15.7 and. gives s, the X ray satellite relative

intensity to "be s = 0.215. This experimental value

for s was then equated to the theoretical expression

of equation (bO) to solve for ^ numerically. The
atomic level disintegration constants in equation (bO)
were calculated by equation (3) from the experimental

atomic level width data for samarium of Listergarten^^
for the L levels and that of Geiger^0a) for the K and

and - levels. The calculations give:-

K = 2.56 x 1016 see''
Lj » 0.b6 x 1016 "
Ljj a 0.30b x 1016
Ljjj = 0.b6 x lO^6

16 11
Hjjj- 1.1 x 10
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Listergarten has also obtained graphs from which the

following values were derived directly*-

\
II

'III

0.05

0.29

0.5b

For iL. the value 0.175 derived from Table 8 multiplied
111 q

ty a fluorescence yield factor was taken to give

0.158
III

Using these values and various assumed values for

the following tabulation was obtained:-
r

y sec""1 stheoretieal Experimental

0.15 x 1016 0.151 0.215

0.2 x 1016 0.181* 0.215

0.25 x 1016 0.212

The value of y giving the best agreement was thus
16 —1

obtained to be 0.25 x 10 sec from which the mean

lifetime of the 1531 KeV 2 level of g^Sm1-^2 was
—16

determined to be b x 10 seconds. The transition

probability ^1@vel = 2»5 x lO1^ obtained being the sum
of the transition probabilities of the 11*09 KeV El
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transition and the 1+1+1+ KeV El transition de-exciting the

level,

TLevel = T1U09 KeV El * Tl+i+l* KeV El

The data on the relative intensities of these gamma

transitions that was mentioned earlier give

Tlit09 KeV B1 = 2,1 * lc>15 8ec 1
TUWt KeV El " U x loltl sec"1

The Wfeesskopf single particle estimate T^ for the
11+09 KeV El transition = 8.3 x 1015 sec"1. The

observed value thus corresponds to a retardation for

this transition of l+« On the other hand T^ for the
1+1+1+ KeV transition is 2.6 x lO1^ sec"1 so that the

observed value would correspond to a sLight enhancement

of this transition. This observation is not physically

significant as it requires a slight adjustment to the

relative intensity data to reduce the experimental,value

below 1+ x 101U sec"1.
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Section III: Estimate of Error.

The error in the observed nuclear level mean

lifetime depends on the error (S s in s, the X ray

satellite relative intensity.

Since s = R1 ** R1
Rx -C

-Kr X, I
where C = e D *■ (the small factor ^ 00^3 is neglec-fced)

At
B

Let Nq =

- »i'>(2 ,(2(^-0
x> " - p/ \ ' " CHi - Hi

1
2

N,

No =

Nl =

observed coincidences in the *no absorber*

measurement for the E2 transition

observed coincidences with the thin absorber

for the E2 transition

observed coincidences in the 'no absorber*

measurement for the El transition

observed coincidences with the thin absorber

for the El transition.

The following fractional errors - entirely statistical

were calculated from the observed counts:-

No

A*!
~n7

0.6%

0.6%

An
N

An/

1.258

1.9%
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Since R,
Ho

AH
H W •RV

1
2

Substituting the above values

AH. = ^ O.OlJ
ss 0.572 from experiment and so the

a = 0.572 + 0.006
Similarly R, ' = 0.011 giving the limits

= 0.516 + 0.011

%
limits of R,

of

t r— 1^
Therefore A(R1 " *1 ) = Jj 0.006)2 + (0.01l)2J2

Rl -Rl 0.056
0.12c
0705?

where to maximize A (R - R* ) ,

A (Rx - R^*) = ^UR/* (

K^f the mean mass absorption coefficient for the X ray
satellites was anticipated to lie between 5 ^^<25#
that is the limits defined by wavelengths lying close

to the K absorption edge at the lower and upper arms of

the absorption curve for cerium (see Fig. 20).
Calculations based upon the observed data narrows

the limits on to 9<K^<25. Hence using = 9;
15; 25 gives the extreme values for C as
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e

}-9x0.07i+
-25x0.07u

-15x0.07h

0.511+)

0.157|
0.330;

00 that C 0.330

♦ 0.18

- 0.17

This gives/\C ^ 0.17

Therefore /\(&i " 0) ■ J ( 0.006)2 ♦ (0.1?)2
= 0.17

and A(U1-C) 0.17
" C 55 0.572-0.330

4s
Hence t* <§:§SIS> 4 <U.5/£HJ.33U)
giving As® 0.73s so that the error in s is ahout 7JJt#
This means s = 0.215 ± 0.157

with limits a » 0.058 and 0,372

which correspond respectively to level mean lifetimes

Cg = 2,1+ x lO*"3^ sees.
and L«® 1.6 x lO"3*^s sees.

giving the final estimate of the mean lifetime

^ (seconds)
1531 KeV level

1*«* Is (oecords)
1531 KeV level

21+ x 10"16 Upper Limit

h x 10"16 Observed Va

1.6 x lO*"3"^ Lower Limit

, *20 , -IS1+ x 10



Section IVj Discussion and Conclusion.

The main objective of the proposed method for

measuring the lifetimes of a particular class of nuclear

El transitions, that is those associated with K capture

decays, was to demonstrate that the resulting atomic

transitions are accompanied by X ray satellite emission

with an intensity relative to the normal atomic relative

emissions which depends on the relative magnitudes of the

lifetimes of the nuclear levels produced in the K capture

decay, and those of the atomic K levels. That satellite

emission does occur has been experimentally

demonstrated by observed differences in R- and R^* on
the one hand, and Rg and Rg* on the other, which

•

differences, moreover, are in the right direction as

they correspond to a situation where some of the X rays

associated with R^* are so close to the K absorption
edge of cerium of finite width that they are more highly

absorbed. Indeed a Druyvesteyn type of estimate gives

for the mean energies of the lines:-

K edge (cerium) = k0.h5 KeV

Ka^ normal X ray = U0.13 KeV
KL satellites a U0.39 KeV

KK satellites » U0.37 KeV

using Slater screening constants /[!_= for the K shell

an&/[Z~ 1 ?or the L shell. The experimental value for

Kjj » 15.7, is again satisfying because it accords with



the anticipated, limits 5 < -<25» which lie

approximately at the lower and upper limits of the K

level absorption edge for cerium. A more accurate

estimate for sf the X ray satellite relative intensity,

should have been obtained by the use of more than two

cerium absorbers with different thicknesses, for at the

calculational stage of the work herein described, s was

found to depend too sensitively on small differences

between R^* and R^ or R2 and R2*» The X ray Compton
background contribution to the coincidences observed

affected the estimates for these reduction factors to

some extent and the circumstance of a high Compton

background in the neighbourhood of the conversion lines

together with the poor resolution of the plastic phosophor

must have introduced further errors into these estimates.

The only other determinations of the mean lifetime of

the 1531 XeV 2~ level of are those by

Per&risat^*^ Vasilenko^ , and Shinuzu et al^®^ all

using the monoonergetlc positron method. In particular,

Shimuzu obtained the value 5.7 x lo"1^ seconds with an

error of for the mean lifetime of this level which

••16
should be compared with the present value L x 10

seconds with an error of 73%» It has already been

remarked that the monoenergetic positron method depends

on the theoretical estimates of an SI monoenergetic
IS

positron emission coef f icient for which divergences

amounting to a factor of 2 exist between the values of

Lombard and Rys on the one hand and those of Sliv on the
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other. Proa the form of equation (&J) uncertainties in

a .K influence the magnitude of the derived lifetime

considerably. Again, the nature of the P spectrum in the

neighbourhood of the lower energy K monoenergetic

positrons introduces a considerable error into the

observed value of the monoenergetic positron intensity.

The X ray satellite emission method, in contrast, involves

only experimental data which can be determined, or have

been determined, to a good degree of accuracy. It is

easily applicable to lifetime determinations of the El

transitions in and afore mentioned resulting

from initial K capture decays. Regarding the nature of

the 1551 KeV 2~ level in 62Sm152, the low retardation
factor of h» as compared to the V-tesskopf single particle

'

^estimate, of the lh09 KeV El transition by which the

level predominantly decays suggests that it corresponds

to a single particle excitation from the intrinsic ground

state. It has not however been possible to assign a

meaningful single particle orbit to the excited level

from the Nilsson diagrams by using the experimentally

determined ground state deformation parameter for

Confidence in the single particle assignment is however

strengthened by the circumstance that, in general, the

intrinsic modes of excitation are very close in energy

to the vibrational modes^®^.
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TABLE I

TABLE OF LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS

OF EXCITED NUCLEAR STATES

by J, Lindskog 9 T. Bundstrom,

P. Sparnaan

Bee Appendix 3

pages 1599-16IL
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ucleus Jini Jf1tf Ej-, MeV ^exp ^
theor

6theor_ lM 2
Cexp " j

LI7 1/2" 3/2" 0.473 7.7xl0"14 1.4xl0"12 1.9

Be7 1/2~ 3/2" 0.43 2.8xlO"15 1.8xlO"15 O.65

B11 1/2" 3/2" 2.14 4.6X19"15 1.5xl0"15 0.33

Al28 2+ 3+ 0.031 2.9xl0"9 9.3xl0~10 0.32

Cd111 3/2+ l/2+ 0.34 4.4X10"11 8xlO"15 0.018

Cd11^ 3/2* l/2+ 0.295 5.0X10"11 1.2xl0~12 0.024

Sn119 3/2+ l/2+ 0.024 1.9xl0"r/ 1.75xl0"9 0.009

Te12^ 3/2+ l/2+ 0.159 3.5xl0"10 7.5xlO"12 0.021

Te125 3/2*" l/2+ 0.035 3.6x10"° 6.9xlO"10 0.019

Xe1?1 3/2+ l/2+ 0.080 2x10"9 6X10"11 0.030

J1?1 5/2* 7/2+ 0.147 1.5xl0"9 5x10^ 2 0.0033

Cs1^ 5/2+ 7/2+ 0.081 2.5x10"° 3.5XIO"11 0.0014

Cs1^ 5/2+ 7/2+ 0.250 4x10"10 l.lxlO"12 0.0027

La1?9 5/2+ 7/2+ 0.165 2.6x10~9 3.75xlo~12 0.0014

Pr141 7/2+ 5/2+ 0.142 3.6xlO"9 7.5xio"x2 0.0021

TABLE 2.



Nucleus
J £ Ey, MeV fV eV |M 2

L15 5/2* 5/2* 16.80 11 2.9x10"2
B10 2~ f 7.48 21 0.4

c12 2" 2* 12.13 15 0.06

N1? 1/2* 1/2" 2.37 0.67 0.33

N1? 3/2" l/2+ 1.14 0.04 0.176

N14 1" 1+ 8.06 10.2 0.124

N14 1" / + 4.11 1.3 0.116

N14 2" 1+ 9.18 10.6 0.088

N^ 1/2* 1/2" 11.43 2.3 0.0092

pi? 7/2" 5/2+ 3.86 0.6 0.06

F19 1/2" 1/2* 0.11 6.7x10 "'7 3.6x10"^

TABLE 3(a)

Nucleus By,
MeV Ti T

f OeV M
2

B10 4.77 0 0 0.7 9.,5x10 ""3
B10 6.17 0 0 0.7 8 ,5xlO"5
N14 5.75 1 1 0.22 1.,8xl0"5
O16 7.12 0 0 0.07 2,,6xl0"4
°16 9.58 0 0 6xlO"5 1x10

Ne20 12.13 0 0 1.0 7x10"4

TABLE 3(b)



Nucleus Sm1^2 Gd1^ Er1W Er166 Yb170
M 2

150 140 200 190 200 180

Nucleus Hf1?6 oGOrH
w W182 W184 OS186

M
2 160 145 145 140 115 100

Nucleus 0s188 Os1^ Os1^2 Th2^2 u258
M 2 88 79 62 110 140

TABLE 4
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5



ASYMPTOTIC RULES OF SELECTION OF DIPOLE TRANSITION

OPERATORS

Transition
multipol&rity AK Operator Ah ZWL

El ±1 x+iy +I,-I 0 +i 0

0 z +1 +1 0 0

+1 s+ 0 0 0 +1

Ml

+1 u 0 +1 1 0

-1 L- 0 +1 -1 0

0 S2' U 0 0 0 0

TABLE 6



El TRANSITIONS IN RARE-EARTH NUCLEI

AK - 0 Transitions

Orbitalsj
Initial Final

Final
nucleus

Ey
(kev) FW F*N

F'
N

Model A H

*2+ (651) j 1"(521) Gd^S 86 2.2xl04 2.7 5.4x10~2

2~(523), |+(642) Dy161 25.6 8. xlO5 1.0 4.8x10"2

f"(523), |+(404) Tm113^ 63 6.5x104 9.4x10 ""X 6.7x10~2

I"(514), §+(633) Yb1" 286 7. xlO4 2.6 1. xlO"*2

&K » X Transitions

f+(411), f-(532) Eu^ 75 5. xlO4 5.6X10"1 3.4x10~4

f+(642), f"(52D Gd^S 106 1. xlO5 4.3 5.2xlO_1

f+(4H), "2" (532) Eu^S 141 7.5x104 2.1 1.3xlO"5

|"(532), §*(411) Ib159 362 3.3xl04 9.1x10~1 1.6x1c""1

J*(521), f+(642) Dy181 74.5 4. xlO4 1.6X101 2.2

|+(633), f-(512) Yb1" 351 3. xlO6 5. xlO2 7.5

|-(514), §*(404) In1" 396 2. xlO6 1.9x102 5.7xio1

f+(624), §(514) Hf1" 320 7. xlO6 1.3x105 1.7x102

f-(514), §*(404) I,V? 148 3. xlOb 2.3xl02 4.4x101
9

f+(624), §""(514) Hfl79 217 1. xlO5 l.telO1 3.5x10"1

f"(514), §*(404) Ta1" 30.7 1. xlOfc 7.4X101 1.2

§""(514), §*(404) Ta181 6.2 3.5X101 2.4X101 3.SxlO"1

TABLE 7



Parent
X Ray Line

Wavelength
in units

of 10~9 cm

Atomic
1 Transition

Relative
Intensity

Kax 3.0833 K-* Lhi 100

Ka2 3.1302 K-f L11 50

Kp1 2.72.5 K _ MnI 35

W2 2.6575 K -*■ N 15

TABLE 8



in units of 10"^cm. log X
(arbitrary units)

u

P
(grarames/sq.cm.)

u

log p

hK < 6 .7782 53 1.5185

>K <5.5 .7404 26 1.415

H <5 .699 20 1.301

.6532 15 1.1761

aK <4 .6021 11 1.0414

< ^*5 .5441 7.4 .8692

XK >5 .4771 24.5 1.3892

\>2-5 .3979 14.5 1.1614

X K > 2 .301 8.2 O.9I38

K„ 5.0833ai 5.21 (Extrapolated)
K„ 3.1302

2
5.41 ( « )

Kp 2.725 18.62 ( " )

Kg 2.6575
2

17.58 ( » )

TABLE 9.



COINCIDENCEMEASUREMENTSFOR£2TRANSITION
Time Interval

Type

XRayPeak+Background Coincidences x6

AverageBecxground Coincidences x6

Corrected Coinciuences x6

2hrs

No

absox'ber

5352

671

4681

M

Thin

absorber

3059

463

2596

n

Thick

absorber

2615

407

2208

3hrs

No

absorber

7359

1007

6352

n

Thin

absorber

4383

694

3689

n

Thick

absorber

3400

611

2789

2fhrs

No

absorber

7335

839

6496

n

Thin

absorber

4522

579

3743

n

Thick

absorber

3186

509

2677

TABLE10



COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS FOR El TRANSITION

Time
Interval

Type X Ray Peak +
Background

Coincidences
x 5

Average
Background

Coincidences
x 5

Corrected
Coincidence!;

x 5

1 hr No absorber 906 89 817
n Thin absorber 502 55 447

1 hr No absorber 806 89 717
11 Thin absorber 457 55 402

ft Thick absorber 330 56 274

1 hr No absorber 807 89 718
n Thin absorber 456 55 401

n Thick absorber 347 56 291

1 hr No absorber 822 89 733

it Thin absorber 448 55 393

1! Thick absorber 325 56 269

i hr No absorber 401 45 356

w Thin absorber 196 28 168

it Thick absorber 188 28 160

If hrs No absorber 1470 135 1335

ti Thick absorber 578 84 494

TABLE 11


